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Prefácio 
 
As X Jornadas sobre Sistemas Reconfiguráveis decorrem no Crowne Plaza Vilamoura Hotel, no 

Algarve, a 13 de abril de 2014. Esta edição vem na continuação de uma sequência de eventos que 

teve início também no Algarve, onde, em 2005 e sob a responsabilidade da Universidade local, se 

realizou o primeiro evento, com edições anuais posteriores na Faculdade de Engenharia da 

Universidade do Porto (2006), no Instituto Superior Técnico da Universidade Técnica de Lisboa 

(2007), no Departamento de Informática da Universidade do Minho (2008), na Faculdade de 

Ciências e Tecnologia da Universidade Nova de Lisboa (2009), na Universidade de Aveiro (2010), 

Faculdade de Engenharia da Universidade do Porto (2011) e no Instituto Superior de Engenharia de 

Lisboa (2012) e na Universidade de Coimbra (2013). Ao longo de todas estas edições, as Jornadas 

têm conseguido constituir-se como o ponto de encontro anual para a comunidade científica de 

língua portuguesa com reconhecida atividade de investigação e desenvolvimento na área dos 

sistemas eletrónicos reconfiguráveis. 

O programa das X Jornadas – REC 2014 – tem uma estrutura um pouco mais curta que o das 

edições anteriores, decorrendo durante apenas um dia, estando, no entanto e pela primeira vez, 

associado a um encontro internacional, o ARC’2014, 10th International Symposium on Applied 

Reconfigurable Computing que decorre no mesmo local nos três dias subsequentes. 

Este ano, as Jornadas incluem uma apresentação convidada - “FP7 HARNESS: 

Managing  Heterogeneous Resources for the Cloud” - , apresentada pelo colega José Gabriel 

Coutinho do Imperial College London. A apresentação versa um projeto que tem por objetivo a 

introdução de tecnologias heterogéneas, tais como as FPGAs, em plataformas de cloud computing. 

Agradecemos ao colega José Gabriel a disponibilidade para partilhar com os participantes da REC 

2014 as suas experiências e conhecimentos. 

O programa conta ainda com a apresentação de 10 comunicações regulares nas áreas das 

arquiteturas de comunicação, arquiteturas multiprocessamento, linguagens de especificação e 

otimização, incluindo novas abordagens ao projeto de sistemas reconfiguráveis. Estas contribuições 

foram todas aprovadas para apresentação e publicação pelo Comité Científico. Todas as 

contribuições foram sujeitas a três revisões. 

A organização destas Jornadas contou com o apoio de diversas pessoas e entidades, às quais 

gostaríamos de expressar o nosso agradecimento. Em primeiro lugar, devemos um agradecimento 

especial aos autores que contribuíram com os trabalhos incluídos nestas Atas, bem como aos 

membros do Comité Científico pelo excelente trabalho produzido, concretizado em revisões que, 

estamos certos, permitiram melhorar a qualidade dos trabalhos submetidos. 

Igualmente os nossos agradecimentos aos colegas da Universidade do Algarve, João Lima, Rui 

Marcelino e José Mariano pelo imprescindível apoio logístico concedido à organização destas 

Jornadas, e ao colega João Bispo pela atualização e manutenção da página web. 
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Esperamos que esta edição das Jornadas constitua, uma vez mais, um espaço para divulgação e 

discussão dos trabalhos apresentados, bem como de convívio aberto a todos quantos partilham 

interesses na área dos sistemas eletrónicos reconfiguráveis, contando revê-los a todos nas jornadas 

do próximo ano. 

 

José Carlos Alves, Faculdade de Engenharia da Universidade do Porto  

Manuel Gericota, Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto 
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FP7 HARNESS: Managing  Heterogeneous 
Resources for the Cloud 

 
José Gabriel de Figueiredo Coutinho  

Custom Computing Research Group 
Imperial College London 
Londres – Reino Unido 

 
 
Most cloud service offerings are based on homogeneous commodity resources to provide low-cost 

application hosting. However, this business model has reached a limit in satisfying performance for 

important classes of applications, such as geo-exploration and real-time business analytics. The 

HARNESS project aims to fill this gap by developing architectural principles that enable the next 

generation cloud platforms to introduce heterogeneous technologies such as FPGAs, programmable 

routers, and SSDs, and provide as a result vastly increased performance, reduced energy 

consumption, and lower cost profiles. In this talk we focus on three challenges for supporting 

heterogeneous computing resources in the context of a cloud platform, namely:  

1. cross-optimisation of heterogeneous computing resources;  

2. resource virtualisation, and; 

3. programming heterogeneous platforms. 

 

Short bio: José Gabriel de Figueiredo Coutinho is an associate researcher working in the Custom 

Computing Research Group at Imperial College London. He received his M.Eng. degree in 

Computer Engineering from Instituto Superior Técnico, Lisbon, Portugal in 1997. From 2000 and 

2007 he received his M.Sc. and PhD in Computing Science from Imperial College London. Since 

2005, he has been involved in UK and EU research projects such as Ubisense, hArtes, REFLECT 

and HARNESS. His main interests include mapping and optimising high-level descriptions to 

heterogeneous reconfigurable platforms and aspect-oriented design.  He has published over 40 

research papers in peer-referred journals and international conferences and has contributed to two 

book publications. 
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Building Reconfigurable Systems Using Open Source Components

José T. de Sousa, Carlos A. Rodrigues, Nuno Barreiro, João C. Fernandes
INESC-ID Lisboa

{jose.desousa,carlosaarodrigues,nuno.barreiro,joaocfernandes}@inesc-id.pt

Abstract

The complexity of reconfigurable systems is in great
part the complexity of the hardware-software environment
where they are integrated. Many different reconfigurable
architectures and respective development tools have been
proposed in the literature, but few reconfigurable comput-
ing startups have succeeded at creating sustainable busi-
ness models. The extraordinary infrastructure needed to
operate any computer in general, and a reconfigurable
computer in particular, takes several years to develop and
requires intensive capital investment. This problem is
slowly but effectively being addressed in the open source
community by making available, free of charge, high qual-
ity hardware and software components which innovative
companies can use to assemble complex systems. This
paper presents both a methodology for creating reconfig-
urable systems on chip (SoCs), using open source compo-
nents, and a base SoC created using the proposed method-
ology. An experimental evaluation of the open source com-
ponents used and of the system itself is provided.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

As the world becomes more interconnected, it is time for
things, in addition to people, to join the cloud. The Inter-
net of Things, as it is currently coined, offers a practically
infinite number of possibilities for building innovative de-
vices. A piece of semiconductor IP, which can be quickly
configured to embody a device drawn from a brilliant engi-
neer’s mind, is now, more than ever, an extremely valuable
asset. Differentiation normally demands that these Inter-
net things have aggressive specifications in terms of area,
performance and power consumption.

Such piece of IP is indeed a SoC. In its 25 years of exis-
tence, the IP market evolved from supplying small compo-
nents to providing complete subsystems with one or more
processors and several software components. SoCs nor-
mally contain one main IP system, responsible for top-level
control, and a bunch of specialized IP subsystems.

Extreme size/performance/power specifications for a
programmable IP subsystem are often not achievable using
conventional processors. To address this problem, recon-
figurable computing techniques have, in the last 20 years,
gained relevance [1]. However, despite showing incon-

testable advantages w.r.t. good specification trade-offs, re-
configurable machines are still difficult to program and
have found little practical use.

1.2. Problem

The current situation poses a big problem to new en-
trants in the semiconductor IP market, especially to the
ones promoting reconfigurable systems. The value propo-
sition of a reconfigurable system may be easy to articulate
as increased performance per megahertz and square mil-
limeter, but having access to every hardware and software
building block needed for a complete system is expensive
and/or takes too long.

1.3. Solution

The solution may be similar to the one found for Oper-
ating Systems (OS’s): free open source OS’s have emerged
which in many aspects are better and more robust than com-
mercial alternatives. The same may be true for open hard-
ware descriptions.

1.4. Objectives

This project has two objectives. The first is to investi-
gate whether a SoC built from open source IP cores can be
silicon ready and built in a time frame comparable to using
commercial IP cores. The second is to use this SoC to host
a reconfigurable co-processor. To accomplish these goals,
we envision the following steps:

1. build a base SoC using open source components wher-
ever possible;

2. create an automatic build and regression test environ-
ment;

3. create a development environment where software
components can be easily added, removed or modi-
fied;

4. develop and add a reconfigurable co-processor.

1.5. Outline

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a SoC
base instance implemented with open source modules is de-
scribed. section 3 describes the verification methods used
with the proposed SoC. The programming tools are de-
scribed in section 4. In section 5, the development flow
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for the proposed SoC is outlined. In section 6, the recon-
figurable computing infrastructure is discussed. Finally, in
section 7, the early-stage results of this research and its
main conclusions are presented.

2. SoC design

In order to illustrate the design of a SoC using open
source components, this research used the OpenRISC Plat-
form SoC (ORPSoC) [2], which is a template platform
for creating SoCs based on the OpenRISC processor [3].
ORPSoC is a Python program, currently under develop-
ment by the OpenRISC community, whose purpose is to
help assemble SoCs using pre-existing IP cores. The user
describes systems and cores using text configuration files,
from which ORPSoC creates a directory tree containing
simulation and FPGA emulation environments.

Other open source processors have been carefully con-
sidered, namely the Leon 2 processor [4], and the Lat-
ticeMico32 [5], and others. However, decisive success fac-
tors are whether there is an active community maintaining
the code, and whether the toolchain is comprehensive and
open. Leon 2 is no longer maintained as the company that
gave origin to it has been acquired, and LatticeMico32 still
lacks crucial tools such as a good debug environment. Soft
processors that are not completely open such as Microb-
laze and its few clones cannot even be considered. After
weighing few alternatives, OpenRISC was clearly the most
advantageous choice.

This paper presents Blackbird, the example SoC shown
in Fig. 1. This SoC is being assembled using a modified
version of the ORPSoC program developed by the authors.
This design is intended as a base SoC for autonomous and
low power embedded systems with DSP capabilities. Ac-
cording to the target application, peripherals may be added
or removed, which also means the addition or removal of
their respective software drivers.

Figure 1. The Blackbird SoC.

2.1. OpenRISC and reconfigurable co-processor

The OpenRISC processor is a modern RISC processor,
featuring 1 DMIPS of performance, similar to a commer-
cial ARM9 core. OpenRISC is equipped with instruction

and data caches of configurable size as well as instruction
and data MMUs. It supports integer operations and option-
ally floating-point operations. Interrupts and exceptions of
various types are also catered for. The OpenRISC is mas-
ter of the system’s Wishbone [6] bus, where many slave
peripherals can be attached.

This research envisions the inclusion of a reconfigurable
co-processor in the SoC as shown in Fig. 1. The co-
processor is aimed at boosting system performance, espe-
cially in accelerating DSP like functions. The reconfig-
urable co-processor is a Wishbone slave but requires the
crucial capability of accessing the central memory directly
without intervention of the processor. For this reason, it
possesses a master interface to the SDRAM controller.

2.2. Boot ROM

After reset, the processor executes code permanently
stored in a Boot ROM. This code typically loads a program
stored in a non-volatile memory into the central memory.
The Boot ROM is a Wishbone slave.

2.3. SDRAM controller

The SRAM controller is the interface to an external cen-
tral memory which is normally a single or double data
rate (DDR) SDRAM. Newer generations of DDRs, such
as DDR2 or DDR3, can achieve better performance and
higher density in terms of stored bits per unit of area. The
SDRAM controller is a Wishbone slave. However, the
SDRAM controller is also a slave of the reconfigurable co-
processor and must include an arbiter to choose between
OpenRISC or co-processor accesses.

2.4. I2C Master

The I2C core is used to read and write to an external
EEPROM, which serves as a non-volatile memory. I2C is
a two-pin serial protocol to access off chip devices. It uses
bidirectional clock and data pins. The I2C core is a Wish-
bone slave and an I2C master of the EEPROM device.

2.5. UART

The basic IO mechanism is the RS232 serial protocol
implemented by a UART core. Currently, this is the only
direct channel that software programs running on Open-
RISC can use to communicate with the outside, sending or
receiving data. In Blackbird, a setup using the UART at
115kb/s is employed.

2.6. JTAG

The interface for loading and debugging programs is the
4-pin JTAG interface. The JTAG pins are connected to the
JTAG tap module in the SoC, responsible for implementing
the JTAG protocol. The JTAG wires connect to an external
pod, which in turn connects to a host computer using, for
example, USB or Ethernet.
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The host computer may run the program loader or de-
bugger, or it can simply act as a proxy for another com-
puter where these client programs may be run. A debugger
program could also run locally on OpenRISC but, as the
memory space for storing programs is a scarce resource, a
remote debugger is preferred for embedded systems.

2.7. Debug module

The debug module sits between the JTAG tap and the
Wishbone bus of which it is a master. It also has a di-
rect interface to OpenRISC in order to monitor and control
its execution. Being the second master of the Wishbone
bus (OpenRISC is the first), the Debug module can read or
write the central memory, which is useful for setting up soft
breakpoints, access variables and other debug tasks [7].

2.8. Power management

In order to control the energy consumption of the SoC,
a power management unit is needed. Note that this SoC is
to be typically used in small battery operated electronic de-
vices, for which autonomy is a crucial feature. The power
management unit may, for example, contain timers that pe-
riodically wake the system from hibernation to perform
tasks; during hibernation there is almost no energy con-
sumption.

3. SoC verification

A processor-based system is a complex system where no
exhaustive testing can be guaranteed. At best, the system
is exercised in as many ways as possible, trying to repli-
cate real situations and to stress critical design corners. No
one-size-fits-all solution exists and a combination of tech-
niques is often employed. The verification environment for
the Blackbird SoC is illustrated in Fig. 2 and comprises
three SoC verification methods: RTL (Verilog) simulation,
SystemC simulation and FPGA emulation.

3.1. Test program and OpenOCD

Common to the three verification methods is the use
of a C++ test bench (Test Program) and a universal on-
chip debug tool called OpenOCD [8]. Using a C++ test
bench provides great flexibility in generating test stim-
uli for the Device Under Test (DUT) and checking its re-
sponses. OpenOCD provides a unified target access mech-
anism with pre-built configurations supporting many com-
mercial development platforms and boards.

The Test Program communicates with OpenOCD using
a networked socket to send OpenOCD commands. A sim-
ple Test Program is, for instance, a Telnet client where
some target specific commands are manually issued, in-
cluding commands for loading the program, starting and
halting execution, etc.

With OpenOCD, the same Test Program can seamlessly
exercise our three targets: the RTL simulation, the SystemC
simulation and the FPGA emulator. A GDB client can also

Figure 2. Verification environment.

connect to OpenOCD for program debugging: the user sets
a remote target using a specific OpenOCD port; henceforth,
all GDB functionalities can be used to debug remote em-
bedded programs as if they were local (for further details
see section 4.2).

3.2. RTL simulation

RTL simulation is the most commonly used method for
SoCs’ verification due to its accuracy, both in terms of tim-
ing and electrical behaviors. Timing accuracy is obtained
via event driven simulation, where component delays dic-
tate the instants when circuit is re-evaluated. Electrical be-
havior is modeled by multi-valued logic: not only 0 and 1
states can modeled but also other states such as X (0/1 con-
flict), U (unknown), Z (high-impedance). The most used
language in the industry for RTL design and verification is
the Verilog language.

RTL simulation can be slow if applied to large logic cir-
cuits such as CPUs. However, it is an indispensable tool
to verify the design. Its level of detail is adequate even for
the asynchronous parts of the design, namely clock domain
crossings. In a Verilog design, a Verilog test bench mod-
ule is needed for RTL simulation. The test bench generates
stimuli to excite the design module and checks the correct-
ness of its responses.

Simulating systems where most interactions are soft-
ware driven requires a considerable amount of stimulus
data. Writing such test benches in Verilog is hard. To
solve this problem, a Verilog Procedural Interface (VPI)
is normally employed. The VPI is a bridge between the
test bench and an external C/C++ program, which actually
does the verification, reducing the test bench to the role of
a mere proxy.

The VPI is a compiled C/C++ library containing some
functions that can be called by the C/C++ test program and
some functions that can be called by the Verilog test bench.
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Using a VPI does not reduce the duration of RTL simula-
tion but greatly simplifies the writing of tests, using new or
existing C code.

The Blackbird design is supplied with an RTL simula-
tion environment, employing a VPI bridge. The Test Pro-
gram exercises the design via OpenOCD, which communi-
cates with the VPI bridge using a network socket. Given
the fact that RTL simulation is slow, the Test Program se-
lects a test suite of an adequately low complexity.

3.3. SystemC simulation

As the complexity of subsystems increases, it is not un-
common to run Verilog simulations for several hours or
even a few days. In large projects, this long simulation cy-
cles represent a critical schedule bottleneck. Hence, since
the need to simulate remains crucial, designers have been
forced to seek solutions other than RTL simulation.

The so called Embedded System Level (ESL) ap-
proaches have taken off in recent years to allow rapid de-
sign and verification of complex SoCs. Among such ap-
proaches, the SystemC initiative is one of the most relevant
ones. SystemC is a set of C++ libraries, containing classes
and methods for designing and verifying digital circuits and
systems.

Blackbird is supplied with a SystemC simulation envi-
ronment. The SystemC model of the design is obtained
from the design’s Verilog description by running a tool
called Verilator. The SystemC model created by Verila-
tor can be used as a class in a C++ program. In our de-
sign, a C++ program which instantiates the SoC’s SystemC
model and communicates with the OpenOCD gateway us-
ing a TCP/IP socket is currently under development.

SystemC simulation is cycle accurate and can provide
full visibility of all the design signals. The Verilator tool
can be configured to dump, while the model runs, the wave-
forms of those signals in a Value Change Dump (VCD) for-
matted file. These waveforms can then be visualized using
any VCD viewer, including the free GTKWAVE program.

SystemC simulation is much faster than RTL simula-
tion, but its time resolution and signal representation accu-
racy is considerably lower. The Verilator tool uses a fixed
time step to evaluate the circuit and works with only two
logic levels, 0 and 1. By contrast, RTL simulation uses a
variable time step as a result of applying an event driven
algorithm. Nevertheless, most problems can be identified
and debugged at the Verilator level, a less onerous scheme.

3.4. FPGA emulation

SystemC simulation may still be a slow process, as the
design must run for a long time before any problems man-
ifest themselves. Ideally one would like to test the actual
SoC, not yet available at the design stage. The best alterna-
tive is to use a circuit emulator, which is normally imple-
mented with FPGA chips. Emulation provides the fastest
verification method and, for circuits intended to run at low
frequencies, emulation can even be real-time. As a refer-
ence, emulation speeds can be 1 to 2 orders of magnitude

slower than real-time for complex SoCs implemented in the
latest and densest IC technology nodes.

In spite of its performance, emulation provides poor vis-
ibility into the design’s internal signals. When a bug is
found, the designer first tries to diagnose the problem using
software methods and/or logic analyzers to observe the in-
terface signals. If observation of the interface signals is not
sufficient, internal signals can be observed in the FPGA,
with certain limitations, using an Integrated Logic Ana-
lyzer (ILA) such as Xilinx’s Chipscope. The main limi-
tations of ILAs are the maximum sampling frequency and
the maximum amount of internal SRAM that can be used
to store signals for observation.

Blackbird is emulated in the Terasic’s DE0 Nano FPGA
board, as supported by the ORPSoC program mentioned
above. The board communicates with OpenOCD for pro-
gramming and debugging using an USB cable. OpenOCD
views this USB connection as a serial port. The USB ca-
ble connects to an USB-JTAG adapter implemented by an
FTDI chip on the FPGA board. The FPGA board also
communicates with the Test Program for data input/output
via an USB/RS232 adapter implemented by another FTDI
chip. The adapter is connected to the host computer by a
second USB connection, viewed by the Test Program as a
serial port, and is connected to the FPGA board using a
4-wire RS232 connection.

4. Toolchain

The OpenRISC SoC has a fully operational toolchain for
barebone applications1. Compilation, debugging and pro-
filing are based on the corresponding GNU tools. A proven
stable version is available and a state of the art version is
currently under development. An architectural simulator
was developed by the OpenRISC community and consti-
tutes the fist line of application development for the SoC.

A similar toolchain for Linux is also available, built
with the libraries µClibc and BusyBox. Like the barebone
toolchain, the Linux toolchain has both a stable and a de-
velopment version.

4.1. Cross-compiler

The main barebone cross-compiler used for OpenRISC
is GCC. Although an LLVM based version also exists, its
status is still experimental and, hence, hardly suited for
our purposes. There are essentially two versions endowed
with an OpenRISC backend: the stable version built on
GCC 4.5.1 and the development version glued to the cur-
rent GCC development trunk, numbered 4.9.0. The offi-
cial GCC distribution does not yet support OpenRISC and,
therefore, the cross-compiler is available as a patch for the
stable version and as a fork for the development version.
Since some other divergent versions have emerged in the
community, it is worth mentioning that the tested version is
the one from the official OpenRISC repository.

1A barebone application runs directly on the machine, without any
operating system, and must know the underlying hardware.
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Many cross-compilers available for commercial proces-
sors are built around GCC but, without violating its GNU
General Public License (GPL), include closed static li-
braries for many key functionalities, namely architectural
simulation, IO, target loading and debugger connectivity.
One might be tempted to develop clean room interface
compatible processors, lured by the availability of GCC
and other GNU tools. This is a mistake, as the closed com-
ponents may be very hard to develop, even tough they rep-
resent a small part of the whole.

The OpenRISC cross-compiler uses Newlib and is
100% open source, allowing for customization and tweak-
ing. This possibility makes a huge difference for the de-
veloper, who can reflect hardware changes on the cross-
compiler, perhaps not trivially, but for sure without any
kind of reverse engineering. Hardware changes may affect
the command line options of the cross-compiler to select
particular configurations of the CPU and SoC. There are
options to make the compilation aware of the floating-point
unit, the clock frequency for a specific board, etc.

4.2. Debugger

The GNU debugger (GDB) is also available for the
OpenRISC SoC in two versions, 7.2 and 7.6.5. GDB pro-
vides an extensive range of facilities for execution tracing,
halting on conditions, variable watching, etc. Usually run
as a standalone application to debug local programs, GDB
can also be run as a client/server application to debug a
program in a remote system. The control of the target
is left to a server which is accessed by the client via the
target remote command. The client/server communi-
cation is done over TCP/IP and uses GDB’s Remote Server
Protocol (RSP).

The RSP server may run on the target system or on any
machine that has some means of talking to the target. In
our design, the RSP server runs on the same machine as
the client and communicates with OpenOCD [8] which, in
turn, communicates via USB/JTAG with the target and acts
as a GDB proxy server. For the client this process is trans-
parent and everything works as if the GDB server were run-
ning on the target.

4.3. Architectural simulator

The Or1ksim [9] is a highly configurable software simu-
lator for the OpenRISC SoC. Its configuration file supports
multiple parameters ranging from IO addresses to hardware
modules. The main advantage of Or1ksim, when com-
pared to hardware simulation methods, is speed. For in-
stance, Linux runs smoothly on the Or1ksim, presenting a
fast enough command console to the user. However, an ar-
chitectural simulator is not cycle-accurate and can only be
used to evaluate functional correctness without precise tim-
ing information. Or1ksim also includes an RSP server en-
abling debugging via TCP/IP with a GDB client, as shown
in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. GDB with Or1ksim.

4.4. Profiler

The toolchain also packs the GNU profiler, GPROF,
to measure and analyze the performance of programs. It
records, for each function, the number of calls and the time
spent in each call. It also shows information on the hier-
archy of function calls. The profiler is an invaluable tool
to optimize programs for performance and to debug large
and/or complex code.

5. Development flow

The development flow is outlined in Fig. 4. It follows
four distinct stages, each with several iterations between
development and testing. Given the usual complexity, tests
are seldom comprehensive: stepping back to prior stages
and finding some previously uncaught issues is quite com-
mon.

Figure 4. Development flow.
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5.1. Installation

The Blackbird SoC specific deliverables are pack-
aged in several containers: hardware (RTL Verilog, Sys-
temC), GNU toolchain (GCC, GDB), architectural simula-
tor (Or1ksim). But in order to have a fully operational en-
vironment, some other tools must also be installed and/or
configured, namely an RTL simulator like the free Icarus
program, Verilator and OpenOCD. Each package comes
with a Makefile and a set of instructions to assist the instal-
lation process. Some of the packages also ship a set of tests
with some indications as to where the detected problems
may be occurring, but the overall procedure of obtaining a
sane development system is still somewhat cumbersome.

The installation proved successful on Debian Linux (sta-
ble version Wheezy), both for 32 and 64 bits systems.
Achieving a fully automated installation and testing of the
whole development environment for Debian OS (at least)
is one of the goals of this project.

5.2. Peripherals

Once the development environment is successfully built
and tested, the hardware customization phase may begin:
adding or removing modules from the OpenRISC core,
configuring peripherals for the SoC, developing new pe-
ripherals suited for the aimed application. This phase in-
cludes Verilog writing and/or rewriting, but also entails the
upgrading of the test bench, both for its hardware and soft-
ware components.

The toolchain must be adapted to the new hardware, ei-
ther via the available options mentioned in section 4.1, or
via specific backend configuration files. When new periph-
erals are developed, the compiler backend may also need to
be changed to accommodate the new functionalities.

The added functionalities may bring counterparts to the
programming environment, namely by the creation of new
software libraries. In that case, the test bench also needs to
encompass those changes: programs using the new func-
tions should be written and tested.

5.3. Application

The software application is developed in any favored
IDE — an IDE integration is not provided. There are two
straightforward ways of running and debugging the appli-
cation, each with its own advantages and disadvantages:
the Or1ksim architectural simulator and the FPGA SoC
emulator. The other simulators, Icarus and Verilator, might
be occasionally used to uncover possible hardware design
issues, but they have the drawback of a lower speed factor,
namely in the case of the RTL simulator.

Application testing with the Or1ksim has the advantage
of running on the host computer, having no need for a
board. However, the architectural simulator does not run as
fast as the FPGA emulator and lacks some of the hardware
features, namely the cache simulation. As such, running
the application on the FPGA is often necessary for speed
and timing accuracy.

In both situations, target debugging is performed using
the GDB client, as described in section 4.3 for Or1ksim and
in section 3.1 for the emulation on FPGA.

5.4. Optimization

Finally, once the application is built and debugged, op-
timization concerns arise. This stage makes extensive
use of the profiler, GPROF, to search for redundant code
and/or reveal more efficient implementations. The over-
all goal is to accelerate the application execution, using
the FPGA emulation as a benchmark to measure the per-
formance in “real-time” conditions (as mentioned in sec-
tion 3.4, real-time is only achieved with the actual SoC,
hence the quotes).

6. Reconfigurability

DSP tasks can be performed by fixed hardware acceler-
ators, which is a common practice in embedded systems.
However, a reconfigurable co-processor can provide better
performance and energy footprint, while keeping the sys-
tem programmable [10]. In fact, different tasks may use
similar hardware and, as such, having multiple hardware
accelerators with common subblocks constitutes a waste
of silicon area and power. Reconfigurable accelerators can
morph in runtime into each of the fixed accelerators, thus
saving a huge amount of logic resources and energy spend-
ing. Three distinguishing features of the reconfigurable co-
processors considered in this paper are: their coarse-grain
nature [11]; their use of Direct Memory Access (DMA)
[12]; their short reconfiguration time [13].

6.1. Coarse-grain arrays

For a long time, reconfigurable computing was asso-
ciated with fine-grain arrays, i.e. FPGAs, which are al-
most homogeneous arrays of flexibly interconnected low
input count look-up tables (LUTs), used for implement-
ing generic logic functions. By contrast, coarse-grain ar-
rays replace the LUTs with more sizeable structures such
as ALUs, multipliers, shifters, etc.

However, FPGA reconfigurability is slow and wasteful
in terms of area and power. Moreover, FPGAs often need
to be combined with other chips in order to achieve a com-
plete solution. To avoid multiple chips one could use an
FPGA IP core. However, FPGA core startups have failed
to succeed as the used blocks are bulky and yield expensive
chips. In addition, programming FPGAs requires hardware
design expertise which raises the cost of development.

Low node count coarse-grain arrays in the form of IP
cores can be a good solution to this problem, but the main
difficulty so far has been the fact that compiler technology
for coarse-grain arrays is still in its infancy.

If we choose to incorporate a reconfigurable co-
processor in Blackbird, we plan to tackle this problem in
two ways: investigate methods allowing the compiler to be
implemented with existing compiler frameworks such as
GCC and LLVM; develop both a language and a compiler
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for the co-processor.
The former appears to be a more difficult path, since

the compiler depends critically on vectorization techniques
which are a difficult research subject. In the latter, the
language and compiler must be effective for at least the
above mentioned compute kernels, and yet simple enough
to make this effort sustainable.

6.2. DMA use

Reconfigurable co-processors are extremely useful for
processing large amounts of data with a repetitive compute
pattern. DSP algorithms such as FFTs, FIR and IIR filters
are good examples of the compute patterns that reconfig-
urable co-processors excel at. These compute kernels op-
erate on well defined data blocks. Most of the acceleration
obtained with reconfigurable co-processors comes from the
fact that the data-blocks are placed in the multiple internal
RAMs of the co-processor, so that they can be accessed in
parallel.

With a given configuration, the co-processor imple-
ments a computation graph with several parallel data
sources, compute nodes and data sinks. If the co-processor
is simply attached to the system bus, data must be ac-
cessed through the memory hierarchy. Data are accessed
in small blocks, moved first to the cache and then to the
co-processor. Data blocks produced by the co-processor
need to be read by the processor and stored in the central
memory using the cache. This process of data movement
may take too long and offset the acceleration obtained in
the engine itself. A DMA block can solve this problem
by accessing the largest possible data blocks with a single
memory transaction, efficiently moving data between the
co-processor memories and the central memory.

6.3. Low reconfiguration time

In order to have a small reconfigurable co-processor, the
number of reconfigurable elements should be minimized,
which also means that the co-processor needs to reconfig-
ure itself more frequently in order to maximize the use of
its elements. In an extreme situation, a fixed co-processor
implements all accelerators needed by the algorithm: when
one accelerator is active the hardware of the others is idle,
which is a common source of inefficiency.

Therefore, Run-Time Reconfiguration (RTR) is needed
[14], and the faster the reconfiguration, the better the per-
formance. In the approach we envision, using a coarse-
grain array, the configuration words should be kept small
enough to fit the implementation of caching schemes simi-
lar to instruction caching.

7. Conclusions and status

Assembling a SoC from pre-existing components may
seem a trivial job but turns out to be an art on its own, where
the whole SoC is much more valuable than the sum of its
parts. However, since the different modules are reused in
several projects, the components become gradually more

stable and reliable, rendering the whole effort orders of
magnitude smaller than building hardware and software
from scratch. This is the essence of a business model con-
sisting of building original systems from open source com-
ponents.

One major barrier to entering this market is the open
source licensing model of the components. There is a lack
of a standard license agreement for open source hardware
descriptions [15], as most open source software licenses
are not generally applicable. Most open source IP cores are
made available using the GNU Lesser General Public Li-
cense (LGPL), but adoption by users still lacks expression.

The building of Blackbird is an ongoing process. The
status of the project as of November 2013 is reported in the
following subsections.

7.1. Hardware status

The status of the hardware components is summarized
in Table 1. In an Altera Cyclone 4 device, Blackbird, con-
figured with no floating-point/MAC unit, no reconfigurable
co-processor and with 16kB I/D caches and MMUs, uses
about 13k LEs. Tests with RTL simulation and FPGA em-
ulation have solely been conducted with the out of the box
material, accessible by using the ORPSoC program. The
SystemC simulation was practically non-existing and is be-
ing developed almost from scratch. The results so far ac-
tually confirm that the open source IP cores behave well
when ported to a user simulation environment.

Item Comment
OpenRISC OK in SystemC simulation, RTL

simulation and FPGA
Reconfigurable
co-processor

Under development

UART OK in SystemC simulation and
FPGA

BOOTROM OK in SystemC simulation
I2C master Open core not OK: being fixed
JTAG OK in FPGA; SystemC under de-

velopment, OK in RTL simulation
and FPGA

SDRAM ctr. OK in FPGA; Wishbone memory
model used in SystemC simulation

Power Man-
agement

Not integrated

Table 1. Hardware status

7.2. Verification status

The status of the verification components is summarized
in Table 2. It should be noted that no automatic build/test
environment has yet been implemented and that these re-
sults have been obtained with a few asserted tests. FPGA
emulation and RTL simulation have been run as provided
by the ORPSoC program. The SystemC simulation en-
vironment is being fully developed in the scope of this
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project. Being a cycle accurate simulator, the SystemC
model produced by Verilator can generate code coverage
metrics. It can also be coupled with GPROF to obtain pre-
liminary profile data. Due to the Zero Wait State approx-
imation, the profile data is optimistic compared to silicon
results.

Item Comment
Test program Not started
OpenOCD OK with RTL simulation and FPGA
RTL simula-
tion

Only out of the box features tested

SystemC sim-
ulation

SystemC test bench to load and run
programs from files developed and
in use; integration with OpenOCD
not started

FPGA emula-
tion

Only out of the box features tested

Table 2. Verification status

7.3. Software status

The status of the software components is summarized
in Table 3. These results have also been obtained with as-
sorted tests, and no systematic build and test environment
exists so far. In general, it can be said that these tools ap-
pear to be solid enough, which is a tremendous help in at-
taining this project’s goals.

Item Comment
GCC for C Programs compiled correctly in-

cluding a Linux kernel
GCC for C++ Simple programs compiled cor-

rectly
Or1ksim Runs compiled programs and inter-

acts with GDB correctly
GDB Tested with Or1ksim, RTL and

FPGA out of the box setup;
tests with SystemC simulation not
started

Profiler Unknown status
Linux
toolchain

Not started

Linux OS Kernels compiled with GCC run
correctly on Or1ksim and FPGA

Table 3. Software status
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Abstract

The fused multiply-add operation improves many calcula-
tions and therefore is already available in some general-
purpose processors, like the Itanium. The optimization
of units dedicated to execute the multiply-add operation
is therefore crucial to achieve optimal performance when
running the overlying applications. In this paper, we
present a single-precision floating-point fused multiply-add
optimized unit implemented in FPGA and prepared to inte-
grate a data flow processor for high-performance comput-
ing. The unit presents a numerical accuracy according to
the IEEE 754-2008 standard and a performance and re-
source usage comparable with a state-of-the-art non-fused
single-precision unit. The fused multiplier-adder was im-
plemented targeting a Virtex-7 speed-grade -1 device and
occupies 754 LUTs, 4 DSPs and achieves a maximum fre-
quency of 361 MHz with 18 pipeline stages. A lighter low
latency design of the same unit was also implemented in
the same device presenting a resource usage of 845 LUTs,
2 DSPs and achieving a maximum frequency of 285 MHz.

1. Introduction

The floating-point multiplication-add operation is very
important in several digital signal processing and control
engineering applications, specifically applications which
rely on the dot product. For that reason, the optimiza-
tion of the hardware which performs the floating-point
multiplication-add operation can result in significant gains
in the execution of these applications. IBM recognized
the importance of the multiplication-add operation and in
1990 unveiled the implementation of a floating-point fused
multiply-add arithmetic execution unit on the RISC Sys-
tem 6000 (IBM RS/6000) chip [1], [2]. This floating-point
arithmetic unit executes the equation (A×B)+C in a single
instruction.

The advantages of a fused multiplier-adder (FMA) is
that it not only improves the performance of an applica-
tion that recursively executes multiplication followed by
addition, but as well can execute a floating-point multipli-
cation or addition by inserting fixed constants into its data
path. However, this emulation of a floating-point multiplier
or floating-point adder do not come without a cost, as the
block’s additional hardware imposes extra latency on the
stand-alone instructions as compared to their original units
[3]. Also, commonly the bit-widths and interconnectivities

of internal blocks of the FMA more than double compared
to those of floating-point adders and floating-point multi-
pliers which complicates the process of routing the design
and achieving the timing goals. Finally, the fused multiply-
add unit is characterized by a heavy power consumption.
Nevertheless, with the continued demand for 3D graphics,
multimedia applications, and new advanced processing al-
gorithms, the performance benefits of the fused multiply-
add unit out-weights its drawbacks.

The work presented in this paper focus on another
advantage of the fused multiply-add floating-point units
which is increasing the numerical accuracy. By joining the
multiply and add operation we can maintain the maximum
precision through the intermediate results and only perform
rounding after the add operation. In this context, we present
the accuracy gain of our single-precision fused floating-
point multiply-add design and respective area/speed trade-
offs in relation to a non-fused unit. The unit presents a
numerical accuracy according to the IEEE standard [4] and
a performance and resource usage comparable with a state-
of-the-art non-fused single-precision unit based on the Xil-
inx Core Generator floating-point multiplier and adder [5].
Also, the FMA unit is intended to be integrated with our
reconfigurable processor which is part of multiprocessor
system dedicated to accelerate a set of High-Performance
Computing (HPC) applications [6]. This particular aspect
was an important one to take into account when we de-
signed the FMA unit, more on that later.

Next, we present the paper structure. In section 2, we
discuss the most relevant works exploring fused floating-
point multiply-add architectures with emphasis on the
FPGA approaches. Section 3 describes the floating-point
IEEE standard for single-precision numbers representation.
In section 4 we present our FMA architecture and in sec-
tion 5 we discuss the numerical accuracy results. Also,
we compare our fused unit with non-fused single-precision
multiply-add unit based on the Xilinx floating-point units
in terms of the accuracy provided against the resources us-
age and maximum frequency achieved. Finally, we present
our conclusions and discuss the future work in section 6.

2. Related Work

The multiply-add fused unit, was first proposed in 1990
[2]. After that, there were several works which tried to
improve FMA architectures, but often target stand-alone
Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) or units
integrated into general-purpose processor pipelines [7], [8],
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[9]. In [3], the author gives a survey of the wide spec-
trum of FMA architectures developed from 1990 to 2007.
The principle of fused operators has also been applied to
other computations, such as fused dot products [10] and
FFT [11].

The application-specific use of non-standard formats for
improved numerical accuracy has been proposed for FP-
GAs in [12]. The use of non-standard formats to improve
performance is presented in [13] for the use of a multiply-
accumulate (MAC) unit. The design uses a PCS (Partial
Carry Save) representation to achieve low latency at the ad-
dition stage but relies on application-specific knowledge of
the input and output value ranges. Also, the authors only
provide implementation results for the accumulator. Imple-
mentations of Radix 4 and 16 exponents showed improved
addition speed but slower multiplication [14]. Also, it is
stated that contrary to established belief, higher radix repre-
sentations are useful for FPGA applications requiring IEEE
754 compliance, since they can deliver superior numerical
performance while still using less FPGA resources.

The paper in [15] discusses the fundamentals of
floating-point operations on FPGAs. The authors present a
270 MHz IEEE compliant double precision floating-point
performance with a 9-stage adder pipeline and 14-stage
multiplier pipeline mapped to a Xilinx Virtex4 FPGA (-11
speed grade). Their area requirement is approximately 500
slices for the adder and under 750 slices for the multiplier.

The paper in [16] examines existing solutions and
proposes two new architectures for floating-point fused
multiply-adds having heterogeneous input formats and
considering the impact of different in-fabric features of re-
cent FPGA architectures. The units are evaluated at the ap-
plication level by modifying an existing high-level synthe-
sis system to automatically insert the new units for compu-
tations on the critical path of three different convex solvers.
The unit improves performance by up to 2.5× over the
closest state-of-the-art competitor and also achieves a bet-
ter numerical accuracy. Although, this results seem to
come at the expense of a brutal increase in the resources
needed (between 4x to 5x more than the Xilinx cores).

3. IEEE Floating-Point Representation

The FMA unit design follows the ANSI/IEEE-754 stan-
dard for binary floating-point numbers representation. The
single-precision format is 32-bits wide and its structure is
represented in figure 1.

Together, the three components form the number x =
(−1)sign × s× 2(e−bias). The use of a biased exponent for-
mat has virtually no effect on the speed or cost of exponent
arithmetic (addition/subtraction), given the small number
of bits involved. It does, however, facilitate zero detection
(zero can be represented with the smallest biased exponent
of 0 and an all zero significand) and magnitude comparison
(we can compare normalized floating-point numbers as if
they were integers) [17].

The notation ”23+ 1” for the width of the significand
is meant to explain the role of the hidden bit, which con-
tributes to the precision of the number without requiring an

+/- e + bias f

Sign Biased exponent Significand s=1.f (the 1 is hidden)

32-bit: 8 bits, bias = 127 23 + 1 bits, single-precision or short format

Figure 1. The ANSI/IEEE floating-point number for-
mat for single-precision.

extra bit in the representation. Denormals, or denormalized
values, are defined as numbers without a hidden 1 and with
the smallest possible exponent. They are provided to make
the effect of underflow less abrupt. However, the standard
do not require the support for denormals.

In 2008, the IEEE defined a standard for fused floating-
point operations [4]. Basically, it states that the fused oper-
ation multiply-add, should compute (A×B)+C as if with
unbounded range and precision, rounding only once to the
destination format. The main objective of this work is to
achieve the maximum accuracy on a fused multiply-add op-
eration, following the stated IEEE guidelines.

4. Design Considerations

The FMA unit was designed with the intent to be part
of the data path of the reconfigurable processor which in-
tegrates our multiprocessor architecture in [6]. This multi-
processor has a linear array based architecture in that each
processor forwards data to the next processor further on
the processor array. Each individual processor has a very
simple instruction set and pipeline structure without the
data hazards associated with general purpose processors.
In the context of a matrix multiplication application and
other similar applications, since none of the processors are
dependent on each other results and produce independent
chunks of data, as long there are enough bandwidth they
can produce one result per cycle. This basically means
that increasing the processor data path number of pipeline
stages has a negligible impact on the application total exe-
cution time. Therefore, during the design we make a bigger
effort in increasing the FMA maximum frequency and are
not so concerned with the latency of the unit.

Other consideration is that the FPGAs slices have one
register per each LUT, which means, pipelining in FPGA
designs can come at little or no cost contrary to ASIC de-
signs.

Since we have less restrictions in the number of pipeline
stages, we focus less in parallelizing the hardware (which
can be troublesome as this kind of optimization can end up
in describing hardware at a very low level as is the case
with implementing a leading zero counter predictor for ex-
ample). Contrary to other approaches, [3], we do not try
to parallelize the alignment of the adder operands with the
mantissas multiplication as this can also turn more difficult
using just the multiplier or the adder in a design.

In our design, like in the Xilinx floating-point units [5],
we do not support denormals, as these only marginally ex-
tend the representable number range and lead to cost and
speed overhead in hardware [17].

To achieve the increased precision we have proposed to,
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Figure 2. Floating-Point Multiplier Architecture.

we maintain the whole 48 bits from the multiplier result to
the adder, contrary to a non-fused implementation. In the
adder we maintain full precision in all operations till the
rounding stage.

In the next section we will begin by describing the mul-
tiplier part of our design followed by the adder architecture.

5. FMA Architecture

The floating-point multiplier is divided in six stages as
figure 2 shows.

When two valid 32-bits operands enter the first stage
they are codified in the IEEE floating-point single-precision
format, therefore these operands are unpacked into their re-
spective components, signal, exponent and mantissa (the
hidden one included). The resulting signal is immediately
determined by the XOR of the two operand signals. The
two exponents are also added in this stage (result exponent
has 9 bits because the carry out is concatenated with the
adder output). The bias subtraction is equivalent to adding

-128+1 which can be done by having the carry in set to
one and flipping the most significant bit of the exponent
result. This last part is not that simple as we have to con-
sider the carry out signal from the exponent adder to detect
overflow/underflow situations. The correct two most sig-
nificant bits of the result exponent are determined in the
second pipeline stage of the multiplier as represented in the
figure.

The mantissa multiplier spreads across 4 pipeline stages
to achieve the maximum frequency possible. In the fifth
pipeline stage the mantissa result may have to suffer a shift
right to be normalized if the result is equal or bigger than 2.
In this stage the exponent can be also adjusted depending
if the mantissa needed to be normalized or not. The sign,
exponent and mantissa are then concatenated and travel to
the next stage. The last pipeline stage addresses the situa-
tion in which the result is equal to zero. When any of the
operands is zero the clear signal is set to 1 and chooses a
result in which both the sign, exponent and mantissa are
zero. Finally, the multiplication result travels to the adder.
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The floating-point adder architecture 12 pipeline stages
is depicted in figure 3. The 12 pipeline architecture was
achieved after an effort to maximize the maximum fre-
quency and then reducing the area of the design. As it was
referenced in beginning of the paper, we also designed a
low latency version of the FMA architecture. A lighter unit
may enable us to have more processors in our multiproces-
sor system which can be more advantageous than having
less processors working at a higher frequency. This version
is not represented in a figure as the modifications were not
enough to justify it. A small description of those modifica-
tions is given in the end of this section.

The first step of the floating-point addition consists in
the alignment of the operands. The operands need to be
aligned to enable the mantissas addition. In our case the
alignment of the operands is preceded by a swap step, nec-
essary to avoid having two shifters. In the first pipeline
stage we determine the operand to be right shifted, that is,
the operand with smallest exponent. We subtract both ex-
ponents to calculate the shift amount and the sign of this
operation lets us know which operand has the smallest ex-
ponent. Also, the mantissa from the second operand is con-
catenated with zeros to the right in order to have the same
width of the mantissa from the multiplier result before en-
tering the multiplexer. Finally, in this stage we verify if the
two operands are equal and have different signs, being that
the case we set the result exponent to zero.

The second and third stage of the floating-point adder
correspond to the mantissas alignment. The shifter im-
plemented accounts for the maximum shift necessary to
achieve high precision. Figure 4 allows to develop a bet-
ter understanding of the maximum shift we have to support
to achieve the precision we desire. Basically, there are two
different situations we have to consider.

When the second operand from the addition has a
smaller exponent we must allow a maximum shift of 47
bits because of the ”rollback effect”, that is, we have to
take into consideration all the bits which can ripple during
the mantissas addition and change the final rounded result.
The 48 most significant bits from the shifter output form
the aligned mantissa of the second operand. The 23 less
significant bits are used to calculate the sticky bit in the
next stage. In fact, for shifts bigger than 47, we have to
always take into consideration all bits shifted past the 48th
bit because the discarded bits affect the sticky bit, which
may be needed to determine if the result is rounded when
the round bit (mantissa result’s 25th bit) is one. We do this
by fixing the maximum shift in 48 and always calculating
the sticky bit with the 24 less significant bits of the shifter
output.

On the other hand, when the multiplier result has a
smaller exponent, we must allow a maximum shift of 24
bits like is represented in the right part of the figure 4. Shift-
ing past this value is not worth doing because in that case
the round bit is always zero and therefore the final result
is simply truncated and not rounded. As we only use one
shifter, we need a shifter capable of shifting a maximum
value of 48 bits and thus the multiplier result can also be
shifted up to 48 bits. This means the shifter must have a 96

bit output. The 48 most significant bits correspond to the
mantissa and the 48 less significant bits to the discarded
bits used to calculate the sticky bit. The shifter module is
a base 4 logarithmic shifter composed by three 4:1 multi-
plexer stages which can shift the respective mantissa up to
63 bits. Also, the shifter is structured in pipeline, having a
set of registers between the second and the third multiplex-
ers stages.

In the fourth and fifth stage we add the mantissas. The
mantissa adder is mapped on a DSP which spreads across
two pipeline stages being that we only use one stage of
registers in the DSP and the result is stored in a register
outside the DSP. In parallel with the mantissa adding in the
fourth stage, we determine the sticky bit.

The normalization step begins in the sixth stage. The
block adjust mantissa makes the two’s complement of the
mantissa result in case the result from the mantissa adder is
negative or right shift the mantissa by one in case the two
operands have the same signal and the result has overflown.
The dropped bit is accounted for the sticky bit.

When two operands are subtracted the result mantissa
may be less than one and therefore need a left shift to be
normalized. The next four stages involve the left shift nor-
malization process. Across the seventh and eighth stages
we have the leading zero detector block is responsible for
determining the amount the mantissa must be left shifted.
The left shifter is a base 4 logarithmic shifter composed by
three 4:1 multiplexer stages which can shift the respective
mantissa by 63 bits (since the input is 48 bits, the shift will
never be bigger than 48 bits). The shifter is spread across
the stage 9 and 10, having a set of registers between the
second and the third multiplexers stages

The exponents have also to be updated during the nor-
malization process. In stage 9 the exponent is updated ac-
cordingly to the normalization needed (increments 1 in the
case of a right shift or is subtracted by the amount shifted
in the case the mantissa was left shifted).

The tenth stage is also the beginning of the rounding
process. The rounding process is defined by the round to
nearest even method specified by IEEE. To determine if the
result has to be rounded we consider the least significant bit
of the mantissa (24th bit), the round bit (25th bit) and the
sticky bit. The final sticky bit is the result of the OR of the
previous sticky bit with the OR of all bits past the round bit
from the normalized mantissa. The result is rounded if the
round bit is 1 and the least significant bit or the sticky bit
are 1.

We add the round bit in a DSP which spreads across
the eleventh and twelfth stage. The first input of the adder
is the exponent as the 8 significant bits and the mantissa
(already without the hidden 1) 23 least significant bits. The
second input is zero and the carry in is the round bit. In
the case an overflow happens an exception is set to high.
The definitive value of the exponent correspond to the 8
most significant bits of the adder result and the definitive
value of the mantissa to the 23 least significant bits of the
adder result. Note that the addition of the round bit with
the mantissa can lead to an overflow and consequentially is
needed the exponent and the mantissa must be normalized
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Figure 3. Floating-Point Adder Architecture.

as explained next. If an overflow occurs after adding the
round bit with the mantissa, the exponent is automatically

updated because it is the most significant part of the adder
result. On the other hand the mantissa does not need to be
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shifted. Since the mantissa entering the adder does not have
the hidden bit, it means that an overflow only occurs when
the mantissa is all ones, and this results in the mantissa
being all zeros after the round bit addition.

Hereinafter we describe the modifications done in or-
der to have low latency version of our floating-point adder.
We designed this version with the objective of having a
lighter unit which can be useful in multiprocessor sys-
tems where the FMA unit is not the performance bottle-
neck. Moreover, we implement the low latency unit only
with LUTs which enable the possibility of the adder being
mapped in previous FPGAs generations where the DSPs
could not implement a 48-bit adder. The first simplification
was to fuse the second and third pipeline stages, that is, the
alignment is done in one clock cycle. The fifth and sixth
stages were fused too and the leading zeros counter hard-
ware was moved from the previous seventh stage to the now
fifth stage. Finally the rounding adder is part of only one
pipeline stage in the low latency version.

6. Results

The unit was tested with valid random generated data
which follows a normal distribution. Valid data means that
we apply some boundaries in the test data to better appreci-
ate the accuracy results. Situations as overflows/underflows
which rise exceptions are avoided. Also, we limit the multi-
plication result and the second addition operand exponents
to avoid having a big difference between the two exponents
because we ended adding zero to another operand except
for the case in which the multiplication result exponent is
bigger than the exponent of the other operand and the sticky
bit can contribute to the decision of rounding the result.

We generated 10000 samples for each one of the three
operands involved in the multiply-add operation which are

fed to our hardware unit during the simulation. A high level
C implementation was created to compute the result of
each multiply-add operation emulating a non-fused single-
precision unit and a double-precision unit. The results from
the double-precision unit serve as a standard to which our
unit and the non-fused single-precision unit compare to.
Although, before comparing, the results from the double-
precision unit are rounded following the IEEE round to
nearest even rules. The process of calculating the 10000
samples was repeated 20 times to confirm the consistence
of the results.

The results given by our FMA unit were compared
to the non-fused single-precision and double-precision re-
sults. We verified that our hardware always achieves the
maximum precision possible, whereas that does not always
happen for the non-fused single-precision. In fact, over
the 20 sets of tests made, our hardware presents an aver-
age of 1127 results in 10000 with more accuracy than the
non-fused single-precision multiply-add unit. The single-
precision error is in average 0.0000001192092896, approx-
imately 2−23 in base 2.

Next, we discuss the implementation results of our FMA
unit against a non-fused multiply-add unit composed by a
state-of-the-art floating-point multiplier and floating-point
adder from Xilinx[5]. Presented in table 1 are the post place
and route results obtained with the Xilinx ISE tool version
14.5 targeting the device Virtex-7 (XC7V585T-1).

Table 1. Implementation results for our FMA unit
and a non-fused multiply-add unit based on the Xil-
inx floating-foint units

XC7V585T-1
Ours Xilinx Ours Xilinx

(Low Lat.) (Low Lat.) (High Lat.) (High Lat.)
FFs 773 820 990 683

LUTs 845 1018 754 751
DSPs 2 2 4 4

Freq(MHz) 285 350 361 332
Latency 14 14 18 18

In table 1 we present results for two different versions
of our FMA unit and the Xilinx based non-fused equiva-
lents. The low latency versions uses only LUTs to imple-
ment the floating-point adder as this can possibly lead to a
lower routing delay overhead and consequently to achiev-
ing higher frequencies. When comparing the two low la-
tency units we can see that our version uses less resources
than the non-fused equivalent unit. This advantage, is how-
ever, balanced by the fact that our unit has a lower max-
imum frequency. The frequency could be improved by
putting more effort in parallelizing the hardware in some
stages in order to achieve better frequencies with the same
latency, even if it means spending more resources.

In relation to the high latency units, we verify that our
FMA resource usage is very close to the non-fused unit re-
source usage, with the exception of the number of registers
used. This is difficult to avoid because with more pipeline
stages and having bigger buses (due the increase width of
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the signals necessary to maintain more precision in the cal-
culations), we end up spending more registers. Neverthe-
less, our high latency unit has the advantage of not only
enabling higher accuracy in the calculations, but also can
work at a higher frequency.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed a hardware design for an FMA unit
in complete compliance with the IEEE guidelines for the
fused multiply-add operation (section 2.1.28 in [4]).

Comparing the resource and performance results of our
unit with a state-of-the art non-fused multiply-add design,
we verified that we can achieve significant better numerical
accuracy results with only mild degradation of the perfor-
mance or area usage. Also, the low latency design can be
useful when implementing multiprocessor systems in target
devices where the DSPs are the critical resource. More so,
if the system is synchronous and the FMA is not the limit-
ing factor in the system maximum frequency achieved.

In the future, we pretend to integrate our FMA unit in an
application driven processor and test the impact that the in-
creased accuracy of a fused architecture can have in contin-
uous multiply-add operations like the dot product (in which
the error can accumulate).

Finally, we pretend to extent this study to double-
precision operations and see how well the hardware can
scale.
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Abstract

Designing efficient many-core architectures with hundreds
of cores is a very challenging task due to the complexity
and size of the design space. System-level simulation can
help designers exploring the design space of many-core
architectures. In this paper, we use SystemC to model a
many-core architecture and run a parallel LU decompo-
sition algorithm, an important linear algebra kernel that
is widely used in both scientific and engineering applica-
tions. The design is parameterized permitting to adapt the
model to various hardware constraints. The simulation of
the model outputs the number of communications and the
number of clock cycles required to complete the algorithm.
Given the obtained simulation times, SystemC can be used
to efficiently model many-core architectures. Also, the re-
sults show the scalability of the architecture and are ac-
cording to the theoretical formulations.

1. Introduction

Matrix factorization is a key computational kernel in lin-
ear algebra. The Lower/Upper (LU) decomposition algo-
rithm is the most used matrix factorization method. It is
widely used in scientific and engineering applications to
solve dense linear equations and is included in many popu-
lar linear algebra libraries such LAPACK [1].

LU decomposition can be implemented on FPGAs to ac-
celerate algorithms in scientific computing, where latency
performance of the hardware accelerator is important.

In this work we map a parallel LU decomposition algo-
rithm on a system with p processing elements based on the
column-oriented LU decomposition [2] and describe the
implementation of the system model using SystemC. The
design is parameterized so that it can easily adapt to the
hardware constraints; the parameters include the number
of cores and the local storage size.

Using SystemC we can model systems above RTL, in-
cluding systems that might be implemented in software,
hardware, or some combination of the two [3].

The higher level of abstraction gives the design team a
fundamental understanding, early in the design process, of
the behaviour of the entire system and enables better sys-
tem trade offs, better and earlier verification, and overall
productivity gains through reuse of early system models as
executable specifications [4].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section describes previous proposals of LU decompositions
architectures and Section 3 does an overview of LU de-
composition. Section 4 describes the many-core architec-
ture to be modeled, the LU decomposition algorithm to be
simulated and a theoretical model for the number of com-
munication cycles and operations. Section 5 describes the
SystemC model of the architecture. Experimental results
are discussed in Section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Work

There have been some works on FPGA-based matrix
factorization. Wang et al. [5] proposed a multiprocessor
system on an FPGA device, and used it for LU decomposi-
tion of sparse block-diagonal bordered matrices. Each pro-
cessor on the FPGA is attached to a floating-point adder/-
subtractor, a floating point multiplier and a floating-point
divider.

Choi et al. [6] proposed a linear array architecture for
fixed-point LU. The array consists of n processing elements
(PEs) and each PE contains a multiplier, an adder/subtrac-
tor and a reciprocator.

In [7], a circular array architecture was proposed for
floating-point LU decomposition. It uses n PEs and only
the first PE, PE0, contains a divider. PE j (1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1)
contains one MAC (Multiplier and ACumulator) and a stor-
age of size n - j. However, due to the design complexity of
the floating-point units, an FPGA device cannot contain n
PEs when n is larger than several tens.

The authors in [8] give a detailed description of block
LU decomposition algorithm and proposes an architecture
to run it. The matrix is partitioned into b×b blocks, where
b is determined by the number of configurable slices.

3. LU Decomposition

In LU decomposition a n×n matrix, A (axy), is decom-
posed into a lower triangular matrix L (lxy) with 0s above
the diagonal and 1s on the diagonal, and an upper triangu-
lar matrix U (uxy) with 0s below the diagonal, both of size
n× n, where x is the row index and y is the column index
(see figure 1).

Lower/Upper triangular decomposition is performed by
a sequence of Gaussian eliminations to form A = LU . In
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Fig.  1. Matrices A, L and U. 

 

Lower/Upper triangular decomposition is 

performed by a sequence of Gaussian 

eliminations to form A=LU. In this work, we 

assume that matrix A is a non-singular matrix 

and no pivoting is needed. 

In [3], a sequential algorithm for LU 

decomposition is discussed. It consists of three 

main steps: 

Step 1: The column vector as1 (2 ≤ s ≤  n) is 

multiplied by the reciprocal of a11. The resulting 

column vector is ls1. 

Step 2: a1j is multiplied by the column 

vector li1. The product is subtracted from the 

submatrix aij (2≤ i, j ≤ n). 

Step 3: Steps 1 and 2 are recursively applied 

to the new submatrix generated in Step 2. 

During the kth iteration, lik and uij (k+1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) 

are generated. When k=n−1, the decomposition 

is complete. 

A pseudo code for the decomposition is 

given in figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Many-Core Architecture and 

Algorithm Analysis. 
 

In this section, we present the algorithm 

proposed to parallelize the LU Decomposition 

problem for a system with p cores organized as 

a 2-dimensional array. 

The parallel architecture is organized as a 

2D mesh of execution. Each core unit consists 

mainly of a floating-point divider, a floating-

point multiplier and adder/subtractor and a dual-

port memory. Access to the external memory is 

controlled with a direct memory access (DMA) 

module that can deliver burst transactions with 

one transfer per cycle. 

To facilitate the presentation of the 

algorithm, we consider a LU Decomposition of 

a matrix A with size 6x6 and a model with 2 

processing elements. 

The processing element P1 is responsible for 

calculating the first submatrix generated, A' 

(k=1). P1 receives the first column of matrix A, 

B0 (a11, a21, a31, a41, a51, a61), and determines the 

values of the first column of the matrix L (l21, 

l31, l41, l51, l61), according to figure 2. 

The operations are initiated at the moment 

the first value is available and the values l are 

stored in a local memory and sent to the external 
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As processing element P1 determines the 
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Processing element P2 is responsible for 

determining submatrix A´´ (k=2). Similarly to 

processing element P1, P2 receives the column 
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memory and send it to the external memory, 

followed by the computation of B2´´ (a´´33, a´´43, 

a´´53, a´´63) from B2´ and so forth. 

Being P2 the last processing element in this 

example, it sends all the results to the external 

memory. Then, processing element P1 receives 

the values of matrix A´´, obtained by processing 

element P2 and determines matrix A´´´ and so 

forth, according to figure 3. 
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For s = k + 1 to n 

lsk = ask / akk 
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Figure 1. Matrices A, L and U.

this work, we assume that matrix A is a non-singular matrix
and no pivoting is needed.

In [3], a sequential algorithm for LU decomposition is
discussed. It consists of three main steps:

• Step 1: The column vector as1(2≤ s≤ n) is multiplied
by the reciprocal of a11. The resulting column vector
is ls1;

• Step 2: a1 j is multiplied by the column vector li1. The
product is subtracted from the submatrix ai j(2≤ i, j≤
n);

• Step 3: Steps 1 and 2 are recursively applied to the
new submatrix generated in Step 2. During the kth
iteration, lik and ui j(k + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) are generated.
When k = n−1, the decomposition is complete.

A pseudo code for the decomposition is given in Listing
1.

Listing 1. Column Oriented LU Decomposition
for k = 1 to n-1
for s = k+1 to n
$l_{sk} = \frac{a_{sk}}{a_{kk}}$

for j = k+1 to n
for i = k+1 to n

$a_{ij} = a_{ij} - l_{ik} \times
a_{kj}$

4. Many-Core Architecure and Algorithm
Analysis

In this section, we present the algorithm proposed to par-
allelize the LU Decomposition problem for a system with
p cores organized as a 2-dimensional array.

The parallel architecture is organized as a 2D mesh of
processing elements (cores). Each core consists mainly
of a floating-point divider, a floating-point multiplier and
adder/subtractor and a dual-port memory. Access to the
external memory is controlled with a direct memory access
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Fig.  1. Matrices A, L and U. 
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problem for a system with p cores organized as 

a 2-dimensional array. 
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mainly of a floating-point divider, a floating-

point multiplier and adder/subtractor and a dual-

port memory. Access to the external memory is 

controlled with a direct memory access (DMA) 

module that can deliver burst transactions with 

one transfer per cycle. 

To facilitate the presentation of the 

algorithm, we consider a LU Decomposition of 

a matrix A with size 6x6 and a model with 2 

processing elements. 

The processing element P1 is responsible for 

calculating the first submatrix generated, A' 

(k=1). P1 receives the first column of matrix A, 

B0 (a11, a21, a31, a41, a51, a61), and determines the 

values of the first column of the matrix L (l21, 

l31, l41, l51, l61), according to figure 2. 

The operations are initiated at the moment 

the first value is available and the values l are 

stored in a local memory and sent to the external 

memory. 

Next, P1 receives the second column, B1 

(a12, a22, a32, a42, a52, a62), and calculates the 

new column B´1 (a´22, a´32, a´42, a´52, a´62) and 

so on, until we obtain the submatrix A´. The first 
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As processing element P1 determines the 
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Processing element P2 is responsible for 
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L (l32, l42, l52, l62), stores the values in a local 

memory and send it to the external memory, 

followed by the computation of B2´´ (a´´33, a´´43, 

a´´53, a´´63) from B2´ and so forth. 
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Fig.  2. Column-Oriented LU Decomposition. 

For k = 1 to n - 1 

For s = k + 1 to n 

lsk = ask / akk 

For j = k + 1 to n 

For i = k + 1 to n 

aij = aij - likakj 

Figure 2. LU Decomposition considering A= 6×6 and
2 processing elements.

(DMA) module that can deliver burst transactions with one
transfer per cycle. There is only a single interface to exter-
nal memory, so writing to and reading from external cannot
be done in parallel.

To facilitate the presentation of the algorithm, we con-
sider a LU Decomposition of a matrix A with size 6×6 and
a model with 2 processing elements.

Processing element P1 is responsible for calculating
the first submatrix generated, A’ (k=1). P1 receives the
first column of matrix A, B0(a11,a21,a31,a41,a51,a61), and
determines the values of the first column of matrix L
(l21, l31, l41, l51, l61)), according to the algorithm in Listing
1.

The operations are initiated at the moment the first value
is available and the values l are stored in a local memory
and sent to the external memory.

Next, P1 receives the second column,
B1(a12,a22,a32,a42,a52,a62), and calculates the new
column B′1(a′22,a

′
32,a

′
42,a

′
52,a

′
62) and so on, until we

obtain the submatrix A´. The first value of each column
(a´22, a´23, a´24, a´25, a´26) is stored in the external
memory.

As processing element P1 determines the columns of
submatrix A′(B′1,B

′
2,B
′
3,B
′
4,B
′
5), the results are sent to the

processing element P2.
Processing element P2 is responsible for determining

submatrix A′′(k = 2). Similarly to processing element P1,
P2 receives the column B′1, obtained by P1, and determines
the second column of matrix L (l32, l42, l52, l62), stores the
values in a local memory and send it to the external mem-
ory, followed by the computation of B2′′(a′′33,a

′′
43,a

′′
53,a

′′
63)

from B2’ and so forth.
Being P2 the last processing element in this example, it

sends all the results to the external memory. Then, process-
ing element P1 receives the values of matrix A”, obtained
by processing element P2 and determines matrix A”’ and
so forth, according to figure 2.

As mentioned above, each processing element stores the
values of the matrix L in a local memory to be used in the
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Figure 3. SystemC model of the many-core architec-
ture with four processing elements.

calculations of new columns. Thus, each processing ele-
ment Px needs a memory location with a size equal to a
column-x.

The total number of communications is given by equa-
tion 1, where the size of matrix A is n×n and p the number
of processing elements.

n
p−1

∑
k=0

(n−kp)2+
n−1

∑
k=1

k+

n
p−1

∑
i=0

(
p−1

∑
k=1

(n− pi+k))+

n
p−1

∑
k=1

(n−kp)2

(1)
The first parameter of the sum is the number of data sent

from memory to the first processing element, P1. The other
parameters correspond to the sending of data from process-
ing elements to memory: the second corresponds to the
values of matrix L, the third to the data matrix B calcu-
lated by all processing elements except for the last one and
the fourth parameter correspond to the values of matrix B
calculated by the last processing element.

The total number of operations is given by equation 2.

n−1

∑
k=1

k+2×
n−1

∑
k=1

k2 (2)

The first parameter is the number of divisions needed
to calculate the matrix L and the second is the number of
multiplications required to compute the matrix U, which is
equal to the number of subtractions.

5. SystemC Model of the Architecture

This section describes the implementation of the system
model using SystemC. For ease of explanation, we describe
the model considering only four processing elements (see
Figure 3)

The system consists of a module MEM representing the
DMA and p modules Px representing the cores. The com-
munication between modules is performed with FIFOs.

The details of communication among modules are sep-
arated from the details of the implementation of the func-
tional units.

There is a module Arbiter used to arbitrate competing
communication requests and consists of one method pro-
cess (SC METHOD). Outstanding requests are passed to
the arbiter as a vector of structures. On each cycle, mod-
ule Arbiter receives all the requests and selects several for
execution based on their arbitration policy. Requests are
chosen according to the chronological order and attended
if FIFOs are free to write.

When a module wants to write to a certain FIFO, it is
created and filled a new request using the function fill req.
After writing all data, the request is released using the func-
tion unlock req (see code in Listing 2).

Listing 2. Functions fill req and unlock req
void fill_req(int *i_req, req *v_req,

int n, int req_out, int *x){
v_req[*i_req].n_in=n;
v_req[*i_req].out=req_out;
for (int j=0; j<n; j++){

v_req[*i_req].in[j]=x[j
];

}

*i_req=*i_req+1;
}

void unlock_req(int n, int *x, int *
lock_list){

for (int j=0; j<n; j++){
lock_list[x[j]] = 0;

}
}

FIFOs are modeling using the code in Listing 3

Listing 3. systemC modelling of read and write FIFO
functions
void write_fifo(int *f, int *full,

double *FIFO, sc_event *ev_in,
sc_event *ev_out, double value ,int
size){

if(*full==size) wait(*ev_out);
FIFO[*f]=value;

*f=*f+1;

*full=*full+1;
ev_in->notify();
if (*f==size) *f=0;

}

double read_fifo(int *full, int *i1,
double *FIFO, sc_event *ev_in,
sc_event *ev_out, int size){

double x;
if(*full==0) wait(*ev_in);
x=FIFO[*i1];
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*i1=*i1+1;

*full=*full-1;
ev_out->notify();
if (*i1==size) *i1=0;
return x;

}

In regard to modules Px, they are basically the model of
the 2D mesh array of cores. Each module Px consists of one
thread process, which is responsible for the operations and
communications.

6. Simulation and Results

To implement this model with a given number of cores,
we developed a program in C to generate the respective
code in SystemC. Using this program, we can implement
systems with several cores to simulate the LU decomposi-
tion for square matrices of different sizes.

The number of cycles is obtained by considering that
each operation has a throughput of one result per cycle and
the number of cycles need to write data is one cycle and
FIFOs with sufficient size to obtain the fewest number of
cycles.

Tables 1 to 3 show the results obtained in regard to the
number of communications, the total number of cycles and
the simulation time, considering square matrices of differ-
ent sizes and different number of cores.

Table 1. Number of communications, execution cy-
cles and simulation times of LU decomposition with
16 cores

Matrix Size Communications Exec. Cycles Simul. Time
32 2.512 2.541 1s
64 15.200 15.234 7s

128 103.872 104.017 34s
256 763.776 765.216 3 m
512 5.848.832 5.853.972 18 m

Table 2. Number of communications, execution cy-
cles and simulation times of LU decomposition with
32 cores

Matrix Size Communications Exec. Cycles Simul. Time
64 10.144 10.177 2s

128 61.120 61.164 35s
256 416.640 416.824 2 m
512 3.059.456 3.061.743 18 m

Observing the results, we conclude that the number of
communications is consistent with equation 1. Considering
the example of matrices with size 32×32 and 16 process-
ing elements the total number of communications if given
by equation 3.

Table 3. Number of communications, execution cy-
cles and simulation times of LU decomposition with
64 cores

Matrix Size Communications Exec. Cycles Simul. Time
128 40.768 40.820 34s
256 245.120 245.171 3 m
512 1.668.864 1.669.070 18 m
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(3)
Figures 4 and 5 compares the number of communica-

tions and the total number of cycles with the size of matrix
A, considering 16 and 64 cores, respectively.

According to both figures, we verified that the number
of communications and the number of cycles increases ex-
ponentially with the increasing size of matrix A.

The number of communications is practically equal to
the number of cycles, concluding that the number of com-
putations can be totally overlapped with the communica-
tions.

Looking at tables 1, 2 and 3, we found that the num-
ber of communications and the total number of cycles de-
creases with the increase of the number of processing ele-
ments (see figure 6).

As can be seen, the larger the size of the matrix, the
more accentuated is the variation in the number of commu-
nications.

Table 4 shows the total number of operations needed to
perform the algorithm.

Observing the results, we can conclude that the number
of computations is consistent with equation 2. Also, the
increase in the number of operations is according to the
complexity of the algorithm (n3).
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From the results we can determine the performance effi-
ciency (ratio between sustained performance and peak per-
formance) of the architecture. For example, considering
a matrix of size 512× 512, we achieve efficiencies up to
46%.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have described a many-core architec-
ture using SystemC to perform LU decomposition. We
started with a brief overview of LU decomposition, de-
scribing in particular the Column-Oriented method.

The algorithm to execute on a 2-dimensional multipro-
cessor array was presented and analyzed theoretically in re-
gard to the number of communications and computations.
We simulated the model to evaluate number of communi-
cations and total number of clock cycles required for the
complete algorithm execution.

The results show the scalability of the architecture and
are according to the theoretical formulations.

Given the obtained simulation times, SystemC is a

Table 4. Number of Computations for different matrix
sizes

Matrix Size # Operations
32 21.328
64 172.704

128 1.389.888
256 11.152.000
512 89.347.328

good candidate to efficiently model many-core architec-
tures. Therefore, the modeling process with SystemC is
being applied to other parallel algorithms.
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Resumo

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) permitem o
desenvolvimento de aceleradores de hardware enquanto
mantém a programabilidade. Contudo, as vantagens da
utilização de FPGAs ainda dependem da experiência do
desenvolvedor e do seu conhecimento sobre linguagens
de descrição de hardware (HDLs – Hardware Description
Languages). Apesar de ferramentas de Síntese de Alto Ní-
vel (HLS – High-Level Synthesis) terem sido desenvolvidas
a fim de minimizar este problema, elas, geralmente, apre-
sentam soluções consideradas ineficientes, quando compa-
radas às obtidas por um desenvolvedor especializado. Lin-
guagens de Domínio Específico (DSLs – Domain-specific
languages) podem ser soluções alternativas para a progra-
mação de FPGAs. Elas podem prover um nível de abstra-
ção mais alto do que as HDLs enquanto permitem ao pro-
gramador ajustar as implementações sempre que as ferra-
mentas de HLS não produzirem designs eficientes. Neste
artigo comparamos uma DSL, chamada LALP (Language
for Aggressive Loop Pipelining), com uma típica abor-
dagem de HLS e mostramos os resultados experimentais
usando ambas as abordagens. Os resultados mostram um
maior desempenho obtido com uso de LALP do que o atin-
gido pela ferramenta de HLS.

1. Introdução

A exploração de paralelismo é uma abordagem utilizada
para melhorar a velocidade em implementações de hard-
ware. A grande quantidade de recursos de hardware re-
configurável providos pelos FPGAs (Field-Programmable
Gate Arrays) permite a implementação de esquemas efici-
entes de paralelismo, a nível de operações e pipelining, e
a nível de tarefas. Contudo, é necessário um elevado grau
de especialização a fim de tirar proveito deste paralelismo
e dos recursos dos FPGAs. Abordagens de alto nível têm
buscado o fornecimento de ferramentas para a compilação
automática de programas diretamente para hardware em
FPGAs, tentando diminuir os requisitos de programação
necessários aos desenvolvedores de sistemas embebidos.

Linguagens de domínio específico, como LALP [1]
(Language for Aggressive Loop Pipelining), podem ser so-

∗Os autores agradecem à FAPESP (Fundação de Apoio à Pesquisa do
Estado de São Paulo) pelo suporte financeiro recebido.

luções alternativas para a programação de FPGAs. Elas
fornecem um maior nível de abstração do que as HDLs e,
além disso, permitem ao programador controlar certos as-
pectos da implementação, como o paralelismo, que nem
sempre é bem tratado por técnicas de compilação automá-
ticas. Em [1] são mostrados resultados anteriores obtidos
usando LALP. Nesses casos, as implementações LALP ob-
tiverem um speedup médio de 5.60× sobre C2Verilog [2]
para um conjunto de 10 kernels, e 1.14× sobre ROCCC [3]
para um conjunto de 3 kernels.

Neste artigo são mostrados e comparados os resultados
de duas abordagens diferentes para geração de aceleradores
de hardware: o uso de LALP, uma linguagem de domínio
específico, e Vivado HLS [4], uma ferramenta de síntese de
alto nível a partir de C. Nossa intenção principal é forne-
cer uma comparação e perceber as possíveis diferenças e
vantagens de ambas as abordagens. Os resultados, obtidos
para um conjunto de 10 benchmarks, evidenciam que o uso
de LALP apresenta melhorias significativas.

Este artigo está organizado da seguinte forma: na Seção
2 é apresentada uma breve descrição do LALP e algumas de
suas características. Os resultados experimentais são apre-
sentados na Seção 3. As Seções 4 e 5 mostram uma visão
geral de outras linguagens relacionadas ao LALP e as con-
clusões, respectivamente.

2. LALP – Language for Aggressive Loop Pi-
pelining

LALP [1] é uma linguagem de propósito específico, com
uma sintaxe semelhante a C, focada no mapeamento de es-
truturas de repetição (loops) para hardware reconfigurável.
LALP permite a exploração do paralelismo presente nos
loops por meio de técnicas de loop pipelining, sendo apro-
priada para o desenvolvimento de aplicações altamente pa-
ralelas. LALP fornece um alto nível de abstração enquanto
permite que o programador explore o paralelismo contro-
lando a execução de cada estágio do pipeline. Este nível
de controle pode resultar em aceleradores de hardware al-
tamente eficientes.

O compilador LALP gera código VHDL a partir de có-
digo LALP, de acordo com o fluxo de compilação mostrado
na Figura 1. O framework usa contadores para controlar
o número de ciclos de clock atrasados ou executados para
cada operação. Uma vez que em LALP todas as instru-
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Figura 1. Fluxo de compilação LALP

ções são consideradas concorrentes, a sequência de execu-
ção de cada operação é determinada pela presença de de-
pendências, automaticamente tratadas pelo compilador ou
de acordo com os valores de delays definidos em código
LALP com o uso do operador ’@’. Este operador é usado
pelo programador para permitir o controle manual do esca-
lonamento das operações e para definir o número de ciclos
necessários para habilitar as operações. Esta característica
permite um alto controle do fluxo do programa e o escalo-
namento das operações de diferentes iterações de um loop
em uma execução em pipelining.

A Figura 2 mostra um exemplo simples de código
LALP. Neste exemplo, os endereços dos vetores (x e y) são
definidos pelo valor do contador i (linhas 4 e 5). Os cál-
culos de a e b (linhas 6 e 7) ocorrem concorrentemente e,
devido à dependência de dados, o cálculo de c (linha 8) é
automaticamente escalonado para executar no próximo ci-
clo de clock. Além disso, a multiplicação é definida para
ser executada após dois ciclos, enquanto o incremento do
contador é atrasado por quatro ciclos de clock (linha 3).

1 foo ( o u t i n t r e s u l t , o u t b i t done , i n b i t i n i t ) {
2 { . . . } / / V a r i a b l e s d e c l a r a t i o n s
3 counter ( i =0 ; i <3 ; i ++@4) ;
4 x . a d d r e s s = i ;
5 y . a d d r e s s = i ;
6 a = ( x + y ) ;
7 b = ( x − y ) ;
8 c = ( a ∗@2 b ) ;
9 acc += c when i . step@4 ;

10 r e s u l t = acc ;
11 done = i . done ;
12 }

Figura 2. Exemplo de código LALP

3. Resultados Experimentais

LALP foi avaliado usando um conjunto de dez bench-
marks, descritos na Tabela 1, os quais foram codificados
em LALP a partir do código original equivalente em C. Es-
tão incluídos os resultados de duas versões diferentes para
o Vivado HLS: a) utilizando diretivas de pipelining (target
II=1) para o loop mais interno e b) sem diretivas de pipe-
lining. Ambas as versões utilizam a configuração padrão
para a família Virtex 7 (device XC7VX330T), com meta de
período de 1 ns. Alguns benchmarks possuem uma ou mais
implementações LALP alternativas (veja a Tabela 1).

As versões LALP seguem o máximo possível o algo-
ritmo e as estruturas computacionais dos códigos originais
em C. Isto é importante para tornar a comparação justa.

Benchmarks Descrição Data Apenas
Size LALP

adpcm_coder Codificador de áudio 1024 Não
adpcm_decoder Decodificador de áudio 1024 Não

autocor Autocorrelação entre 2 vetores 160 Não
dotprod Produto escalar de 2 vetores 2048 Não

dotprod_pipe dotprod com multiplicador com pipeline 2048 Sim
fdct Transformada Rápida Discreta do Cosseno 640 Não

fdct_opt fdct com diferente escalonamento de operações 640 Sim
fibonacci Cálculo da sequência de Fibonacci 32 Não

fibonacci_alt fibonacci com reuso de dados 32 Sim
max Valor máximo de um vetor 2048 Não

sobel Operador de filtro de Sobel 100 Não
sobel_alt sobel com diferente escalonamento de operações 100 Sim

sobel_nomul sobel com diferente escalonamento de operações 100 Sim
sobel_reg sobel com reuso de dados 100 Sim

vecsum Soma de vetores 2048 Não
matmul Multiplicação de matrizes 25 Não

Tabela 1. Descrição dos benchmarks usados

Dentre as transformações de loop que podem ser aplicadas
pelo Vivado HLS, apenas a de loop pipelining foi conside-
rada, pois, caso contrário, seria preciso aplicar as demais
transformações também em LALP para manter a compara-
ção justa. Considere que, apesar de um menor esforço para
a implementação de circuitos do que com uso de HDLs,
LALP requer bem mais esforços do que utilizando uma
ferramenta de HLS, especialmente porque o compilador
LALP não é tão sofisticado em termos de escalonamento,
sendo que, na maioria dos casos, o programador deve es-
calonar parcialmente os loops. A comparação entre essas
duas abordagens, trata-se, de facto, de uma comparação
entre uma abordagem intrinsecamente baseada em conta-
dores, delays enfileirados e controle distribuído (LALP),
e outra abordagem orientada à FSMs (Finite State Machi-
nes), com uma unidade de controle centralizado, normal-
mente obtida a partir do grafo de fluxo de controle referente
ao exemplo que estiver sendo compilado (HLS).

A Figura 3 mostra os speedups de tempo de execução
de LALP sobre a ferramenta de HLS usada. Em todos os
casos LALP apresenta um melhor resultado que as versões
de Vivado HLS sem pipelining, com média geométrica de
8.5×. LALP também mostra melhores tempos de execu-
ção na maioria dos casos em comparação ao Vivado HLS
com pipelining, à exceção dos casos onde LALP apresenta
maiores valores de latência (Figura 4(b)), como fdct e so-
bel. Apesar destes casos, os resultados mostram uma média
geométrica de speedup de 2.84× sobre Vivado HLS com
pipelining, mesmo quando um menor número recursos é
usado em LALP do que nas soluções geradas pelo Vivado
HLS (ver os recursos de hardware usados nas Figuras 4(c),
4(d) e 4(e)). Os resultados das versões alternativas também
mostram que é possível um maior desempenho em LALP
ao serem utilizados diferentes esquemas de escalonamento
das operações (fdct e sobel), reuso de dados (fibonacci) e
operadores com pipeline (dotprod).

A Figura 4(a) apresenta as frequência máximas atingi-
das por ambas as abordagens. Na média, LALP atingiu va-
lores de frequência máxima similares aos do Vivado HLS.
Contudo, em alguns casos LALP atingiu frequências signi-
ficativamente menores (autocor, fdct e matmul). Isto ocorre
devido à falta de uso de operações em pipelining nestes ca-
sos. O único caso onde é usado um multiplicador imple-
mentado em pipeline é o dotprod_pipe.
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Figura 3. Speedups obtidos para as implementações
LALP sobre as soluções geradas pelo Vivado HLS

As baixas latências produzidas pelo LALP para o fdct
e sobel (Figura 4(b)) devem-se à exploração limitada das
operações em loops nos exemplos. Para estes dois exem-
plos, o compilador não é capaz de escalonar completa e au-
tomaticamente as operações. A abordagem usando LALP
foi feita parcialmente de forma manual (sem muito es-
forço). Perceba, contudo, que com um esforço manual adi-
cional seria possível atingir um melhor desempenho.

As diferenças no número de Flip-Flops (FFs) variam
conforme o exemplo (Figura 4(c)). Na maioria dos casos,
LALP requer menos FFs que o Vivado HLS. Entretanto,
existem casos onde LALP usou muito menos FFs (dot-
prod), enquanto em outros LALP usou um maior número
de FFs (matmult). O uso de contadores, shift-registers para
imposição dos delays, e de componentes sem pipeline pelo
LALP justifica estes resultados. Em termos de LUTs, as
soluções LALP usaram menos LUTs na maioria dos exem-
plos (Figura 4(d)), embora LALP tenha usado, significati-
vamente, mais LUTs em poucos casos (autocor e matmul).

Em termos de DSPs (Figura 4(e)), LALP usou mais re-
cursos, já que não há compartilhamento de recursos em
LALP, ao contrário do que ocorre no Vivado HLS. Em ter-
mos de BRAMs, os resultados são similares, e as pequenas
variações são referentes à promoção de arrays para ROMs

4. Trabalho Relacionado

Em adição à geração de hardware a partir de código C,
tem havido várias abordagens para o desenvolvimento de
novas linguagens para programação de hardware com ní-
vel de abstração maior do que típicas HDLs, como VHDL
e Verilog. Aqui serão descritas aquelas que acreditamos
serem mais relacionadas à linguagem LALP.

Handel-C [5] é uma linguagem de programação impe-
rativa que expõe alguns componentes dos FPGAs ao pro-
gramador, como memórias e FIFOs, assumindo um ciclo
de clock de latência para cada statement de atribuição. As
operações associadas ao mesmo ciclo em uma expressão
são controladas pelo programador através da decomposi-
ção de expressões. Em Handel-C, a concorrência é expli-
citamente especificada como seções de código usando ins-
truções par. SystemC [6, 7] é uma biblioteca padrão de
classes C++ para desenvolvimento de sistemas e hardware.
Ele permite a definição processos concorrentes (C++ func-
tions) em uma hierarquia de módulos, os quais usam canais

para comunicação entre módulos/processos. Após a cria-
ção dos módulos, os processos são escalonados e sincroni-
zados durante uma etapa de simulação. O escalonador usa
eventos (como escrita e leitura) para determinar a ordem
de execução dos processos, incluindo aqueles que devem
ser executados concorrentemente. Bluespec [8] é uma lin-
guagem para descrição de hardware baseada em System-
Verilog. Bluespec permite que o ciruito seja descrito dire-
tamente por meio de regras, onde as instruções são execu-
tadas em paralelo. Isto fornece um nível de abstração alto,
além de um controle da arquitetura pelo desenvolvedor.

Em LALP, o programador não especifica o circuito
em termos arquiteturais, mas em termos comportamentais.
LALP diferencia-se de abordagebs anteriores no sentido
em que é assume que todos os statements são concorrentes
e o que os torna sequenciais é a dependência de dados/con-
trole entre eles e/ou o uso explícito dos qualificadores de
escalonamento (’@’). LALP é uma linguagem de propó-
sito especial usada com o objetivo de programar acelerado-
res em FPGAs focados em loops.

5. Conclusões

Este artigo apresentou uma comparação entre hardware
gerado usando LALP, uma linguagem de propósito especí-
fico para programação de aceleradores em FPGAs, versus
o uso de uma ferramenta de Síntese de Alto Nível (HLS).
Foi usado um conjunto de dez benchmarks representativos
para propósitos de avaliação, e os resultados motraram uma
média geométrica de speedup de 2.84× das implementa-
ções LALP sobre as obtidas pela ferramenta de HLS. Com
poucas exceções, LALP mostrou melhores resultados que
o Vivado HLS para tempo de execução e uso de recursos.

O nível de abstração fornecido pelo LALP (sintaxe si-
milar ao C), em adição aos resultados obtidos, torna LALP
uma escolha razoável para implementação de aceleradores
em hardware quando as ferramentas de HLS não atingi-
rem desempenho suficiente. Tais resultados motivam-nos a
continuar melhorando a linguagem e o compilador LALP.
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Abstract

Systems that use softcore processors can perform both ar-
chitecture customizations and code optimizations in order
to satisfy design requirements and constraints. This paper
presents a preliminary integrated compilation environment
developed to search design configurations that have an at-
tractive trade-off between execution time and cache usage
efficiency. This environment is composed by a design space
exploration engine based on NSGA-II Genetic Algorithm, a
source-to-source compiler and a cycle accurate simulator.
It automatically performs cache configuration and C code
transformations, in order to improve the performance of the
application. The proposed environment was evaluated by
using a set of kernel codes, which resulted in performance
and cache usage improvements.

1. Introduction

Many Systems on Chip (SoCs) use softcore processors
in their architectures. By doing this is possible to lever-
age the benefits of a high-level sequential programming
paradigm while allowing the developer to customize the
architecture according to the application. In this scenario,
hardware and software level optimizations are needed for a
better use of devices resources. These optimizations allow
an exploration of design possibilities directly related to the
application, leading to a better system’s performance.

Once both software and hardware can be optimized in
order to achieve solutions for a high performance computa-
tion, an efficient Design Space Exploration (DSE) is funda-
mental to discover the synergy points which compose these
potential configurations. Likewise, an integrated compila-
tion process can result in designs committed to the trade-off
between resource usage and performance.

Prototyping and architecture exploration are frequently
used by HLS (High-level Synthesis) tools to model the
functionality of different architectures and to define limits
for area, delay and power requirements [1].Another pos-
sibility is to perform code transformations in order to im-
prove the software performance, by managing, for instance,
the data access and loop operations [2]. However, the num-
ber of options and the possibilities of customization for
∗LGAM is granted by CAPES (process 0352-13-6). The other authors

would like to thank FAPESP for the financial support provided.

some applications can make the whole process unfeasible.
In such cases, the exploration process can be cumbersome,
once the design space grows significantly according to the
number of architectural and code transformation parame-
ters.

This paper presents a compilation system that performs
a design space exploration focused on cache configuration
and C code optimizations for a custom softcore proces-
sor. The basic infrastructure of the proposed system uses a
DSE engine based on NSGA-II (a multiobjective evolution-
ary algorithm), a ROSE-based source-to-source C compiler
and a cycle accurate simulator targeting a custom softcore
processor. Such infrastructure searches the best trade-off
between the number of cycles and the cache usage for a
given C code. This is a preliminary version of the system
proposed in [3, 4].

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2 some of the tools related to the proposed
system are presented. The proposal details are described in
Section 3. The Section 4 shows the experiments and the
results. Finally, a conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Considering the challenges in the development of recon-
figurable architectures, some projects investigate solutions
to assist the application design. Efforts are made to develop
optimizing compilers that are able to perform an automatic
design space exploration (DSE), aiming different require-
ments and technologies.

Many of these compilers use code transformations ap-
proaches, like in [5, 6, 2]. The optimizations performed
by these compilers are, generally, focused on loops and/or
data-oriented. Other tools try to tackle architectural issues
through performing a multiobjective DSE for simultaneous
area, delay and power optimizations [7, 8]. Another possi-
ble approach is to consider the program behavior in order to
define the hardware architecture [9, 10]. These approaches
handle simultaneously hardware and software parameters,
aiming the customization of the system.

3. Proposed System

This paper presents a preliminary compilation environ-
ment focused on software optimization and cache configu-
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ration for a single softcore processor system. Despite tar-
geting a specific processor, the tool can be easily adapted
for different processors. The Figure 1 shows the proposed
environment.

C Code Analysis

Design Space Exploration

Solutions Profiling

Solutions Generation

AST Traversal

AST Generation

Configuration definition

Code Transformation

Simulation

BSP Compiler

BSP Configuration

C Code Compilation

Original C Code

Solutions

Loops Info

Optimized Code and
Cache
Configuration

Execution
Profile

Figure 1. Proposed tool

The main task performed by this environment is the
DSE, which can be seen as an iterative process with two
basic orthogonal issues: 1) how to explore the design space
in order to improve the diversity of the evaluated solutions
and 2) how to evaluate a single design space point into a
viable time. The selection of the search method determines
the granularity of design covering, while the choice of the
space evaluation method seeks a compromise between ac-
curacy and cost of the evaluation model [11].

In this paper, the DSE is focused in discovering de-
sign points which determine the code transformations and
the cache parameters. Then, it is expected that the fi-
nal solutions present a good trade-off between execution
time (number of cycles) and cache usage efficiency. The
DSE process is a loop divided into two main steps: So-
lutions Generation and Solutions Profiling. The approach
used for the DSE adopts a heuristic that guides the explo-
ration in the search for a set of parameters used to trans-
form the input C code and to configure the cache memory
of the softcore processor. Since a multiobjective approach
is used, the final result of the DSE is a set of pre-selected
solutions. This set contains the best group of individuals
(non-dominated solutions) considering both target metrics.

The environment also includes a source-to-source com-
piler that applies the code transformations defined by the
DSE. This compiler is developed according to the source-
to-source ROSE Compiler infrastructure (see [12]).

3.1. Code Analysis

The first task performed consists of an analysis of the
input source code, written in C. This step is performed by
the same ROSE-based compiler previously mentioned. Af-
ter the lexical, syntatic and semantic analyses, the compiler
generates an intermediary representation in form of AST
(Abstract Syntax Tree). The AST is then traversed in or-
der to generate information about the loops structures ( f or
statements) inside the code. The system retrieves the num-
ber of iterations, the nest and depth levels and the position
in AST for each loop present in the code. This information
is used in the DSE process.

3.2. Solution Generation

The Solutions Generation runs a multiobjective evolu-
tionary algorithm called Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [13]. This algorithm starts with
the random generation of the initial population. Each in-
dividual encoding represents one candidate configuration
that consists of cache and code transformations parameters.
The selected code transformations are applied to the orig-
inal source code, while the cache configuration is used for
configure the softcore processor that will run the optimized
code. The Table 1 shows the set of parameters supported
by the compilation environment, where N is the number of
loop iterations. The both instruction and data cache sizes
are defined by the number of cache lines × line size (word
length of 4 bytes). The number of cache lines presented
in Table 1 is represented as exponent of power of 2 (2K , 4
≤ K ≤ 12). A description of the code transformations can
be found in [14].

Description Parameters defined in DSE
Loop interchange Yes / No

Loop blocking None, Outermost,
type Innermost or All loops

Blocking size 1 to N
Loop fusion None, Single or Multi-level
Loop fission Yes / No

Loop splitting Yes / No
Loop unrolling 1 to N

Optmizaion level 1 to Max depth
Data Cache size K

Instruction Cache size K

Table 1. Supported set of optmization parameters

3.3. Solution Profiling

The Solutions Profiling step consists in evaluate these
codes through their simulation profiles. The profiles are
used in the evaluation phase of the NSGA-II to classify
the population. The major difference between NSGA-II
and a single-objective GA [15] is how the individuals are
evaluated. NSGA-II is based on the concept of dominance
depth [16], which classifies the current population in sev-
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eral non-dominance fronts. The fitness is obtained by two
attributes: the individual non-dominance front and a den-
sity estimation, called crowding distance, which increases
the population’s diversity. More details about NSGA-II can
be found in [13]. During this step the system retrieves the
fitness of each solution by using two metrics: the number of
clock cycles (Ncycles) required for computation and a cache
usage metric (Ecache) computed from hit and miss rates for
both data and instruction cache, according to the following
equation:

Ecache =
Ds(
Dh

Dh+Dm

) +
Is(
Ih

Ih+Im

) (1)

Where Dh, Ih, Dm and Im are the number of hit and miss
events from data and instruction caches, respectively; and
Dsize, Isize are the cache sizes defined by the DSE. The DSE
aims minimize Ncycles and Ecache values.

The metrics (Ncycles and Ecache) are calculated for a spe-
cific processor. This project uses the BSP (Bluespec Soft-
Processor) processor. This processor is a reconfigurable
softcore processor developed by the Laboratory of Recon-
figurable Computing of University of São Paulo. Its code
is written in Bluespec SystemVerilog language [17]. It is
a 32-bits processor with a 3-stage pipeline that implements
the same Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of the Altera’s
Nios II processor.

In contrast to Nios II, the BSP is an open-source proces-
sor that allows entire customization. The BSP also includes
a cache monitor, which provides the cache hit and cache
miss rates. Despite the number of configurations supported
by the BSP, the proposed system configures only its cache
memory. This is done according to the parameters defined
by the DSE.

The Bluespec SystemVerilog (BSV) development en-
vironment provides a cycle accurated simulator named
Bluesim. Thus, it is possible to run the code and to gather
an execution profile about ten times faster than the com-
plete synthesis for a real hardware execution. The number
of cycles and the hit and miss rates for both data cache and
instruction cache are directly obtained in simulation.

The simulation flow using Bluesim is presented in Fig-
ure 2. In order to perform the simulation, it is necessary to
compile the optimized C code using the nios2-elf-gcc com-
piler, provided by Altera. The binary file produced is for-
matted into a memory file that contains all the instructions
and data that will be used by the simulator. This memory
file is then linked to the BSP Bluespec code that incorpo-
rates the cache parameters provided during Solutions Gen-
eration step.

After the processor is configured, it is necessary to com-
pile the processor’s BSV code using the Bluespec compiler
(BSC). The BSC produces an output file that is passed to
the Bluesim in order to perform the simulation.

The simulation results in a customized profile report that
contains the number of cycles, the hit and miss rates and
other informations as well. The evaluation is made for all
valid individuals. If an invalid individual is created, bad

Solutions Generation

C Compiler
(nios2-elf-gcc) BSP Configuration

BSP CompilerSimulation

Optimized C Code Cache Configuration

Binary
Code

Processor Code (BSV)
and BSP Memory

Execution Profile

Figure 2. Execution flow steps for simulation using
Bluesim

values are attributed to its metric without requiring simula-
tion.

4. Experiments and Results

The system was tested with three different programs: a
matrix multiplication, a sobel filter and a bubble sort algo-
rithm. The design space size is determined by the number
of parameters (see Table 1). For instance, considering a
code with 2 nested loops and 10 loop iterations, the design
space is composed by over 1.5x106 possible configuration
points.

The experiments used the same GA configuration,
which were empirically chosen. The NSGA-II runs over
20 generations, each one with a population size of 100 in-
dividuals. A simple tournament selection (Tour = 3) was
used for parents selection [15]. A uniform crossover op-
erator was defined with 70% of probability for applying
crossover to a pair of individuals and another probability of
50% for swapping each gene’s value of two individuals. It
was used a mutation rate of 10%. The elitism reinsertion
strategy keeps the best design configurations in population.
Due to stochastic nature of GAs, each experiment was re-
peated 10 times.

Programs Solutions Ncycles Speedup

BubbleSort
Reference 190679
Best Ncycles 190238 1.00
Best Ecache 273029 0.70

MatMult
Reference 32342
Best Ncycles 12789 2.53
Best Ecache 29658 1.09

Sobel
Reference 14174
Best Ncycles 12559 1.13
Best Ecache 15730 0.90

Table 2. Average values of Ncycles and speedups for
the final population over the original programs

The Table 2 shows the average of the best values in the
10 executions for Ncycles and speedup while Table 3 shows
the average of the best values for Ecache and the sizes (in
bytes) of both data and instruction cache for each bench-
mark. The original code and maximum cache configuration
are used as reference and the showed values were obtained
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Programs Solutions Ecache Dsize Isize

BubbleSort
Reference 32848,54 16384 16384
Best Ncycles 4630,38 4096 512
Best Ecache 207,41 64 64

MatMult
Reference 34607,09 16384 16384
Best Ncycles 2291,34 1024 1024
Best Ecache 334,31 64 128

Sobel
Reference 34497,16 16384 16384
Best Ncycles 2781,63 2048 512
Best Ecache 246,96 64 128

Table 3. Average values of Ecache and sizes of Data
cache (Dsize) and Instruction cache (Isize) memories

for the best solutions considering each metric separately.
The solutions with best Ncycles values corresponds to the
worst Ecache and vice-versa for all benchmarks.

As can be noted, in the best case for Ncycles the MatMult
was 2.53× faster than original program, while the origi-
nal program was 30% faster in relation to the best Ecache
solution. However, BubbleSort was not improved in this
metric. In other hand, it presented the best solution con-
sidering Ecache values, with a reduction of 158× over the
reference configuration and of 7× in the worst case.

The adoption of the maximum cache size strongly in-
fluences the Ecache metric computation. Thus, the high de-
creasing of this values is due to the difference of the cache
size between the original and the optimized solutions. A
reduction of Ecache results in a reduction of both instruction
and data cache sizes (see Table 3).

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a compilation scheme able to op-
timize C code for architectures based on a open-source
softcore processor. The scheme’s kernel is a DSE tools
that explore simultaneously the design space composed by
code transformations and cache parameters, enabling the
achievement of custom designs focused on a trade-offs be-
tween execution time and cache efficiency.

Although the current environment is a preliminary ver-
sion of the proposed HLS-based project, its first results are
considered satisfactory. However, since were used very
simple benchmarks, more robust tests are required in or-
der to determine the efficiency of the system for real-life
applications.

This project aims to help the development of SoCs ap-
plications by assisting the developer in the process of op-
timizing both code and architecture. The current focus is
on code transformations and cache configuration, but the
future version intends to include other optimization param-
eters, like power consumption and area.
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Abstract
This paper presents a technique to devise sequences of
compiler optimizations able to increase the performance
of a given function when mapped to software or hardware.
The techniques are being evaluated using an integrated
hardware/software compiler controlled by strategies
expressed in LARA, a domain-specific language developed
to guide/control code instrumentation, transformations
and compiler optimizations. We evaluate a Design Space
Exploration (DSE) scheme based on the Simulated
Annealing algorithm, which is able to explore compilation
design space points generated by distinct compilation
sequences. In this work, two hot-spot functions from
industrial applications, filter subband and grid iterate,
were used to evaluate the Simulated Annealing-based
DSE. The experiments resulted in maximum speedups of
1.86 and 1.25 for filter subband, and 2.29 and 1.11 for
grid iterate, when targeting a MicroBlaze processor and
reconfigurable hardware, respectively.

1. Introduction

Designing high-performance hardware and software
components requires the exploration of multiple design
alternatives, through a process called Design Space
Exploration (DSE). A complete exploration of the design
space for software and hardware components, given a set
of DSE parameters, can be an infeasible task, due to the
large number of alternatives to be explored. This problem
is even aggravated when targeting multiple platforms, e.g.
different microprocessors and/or reconfigurable hardware
such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).

Although it is a common practice to apply the same set
of optimizations in a fixed order on each method of a
program when targeting a given architecture/platform,
several researchers have shown the best order of
optimizations is function-specific (see [1]). Therefore, an
important goal of a compiler DSE scheme is finding
sequences of compiler optimizations, e.g. to increase
performance [2].

In order to support the specification of compilation
sequences and DSE schemes, a hardware/software

This work was partially supported by Fundação para a Ciência e a
Tecnologia (FCT) under grant SFRH/BD/82606/2011, and FEDER/ON2
and FCT project NORTE-07-124-FEDER-000062.

toolchain and an aspect-oriented programming language
called LARA [3] have been recently developed in the
context of the FP7 REFLECT project [4]. LARA allows
developers to express monitorization, hardware/software
partitioning, synthesis actions, separately from the
application code, thus providing a novel approach to
hardware/software design with potential to reduce the
burden that is traditionally associated with such tasks.

The work presented here is focused on describing DSE
strategies to devise suitable optimization schemes for a
given function/program when targeting software and
reconfigurable hardware. We present in this paper the
results of using a Simulated Annealing-based DSE scheme
to guide the compilation of two kernels when targeting a
MicroBlaze processor and reconfigurable hardware,
striving to minimize the latency of the generated design.

In Section 2 we introduce the used DSE infrastructure,
describing the aspect-oriented language LARA, used to
control an integrated toolchain, and explaining how
LARA can be used to implement DSE schemes. Section 3
presents the Simulated Annealing algorithm used in
the proposed DSE approach. Section 4 describes the
methodology of our experiments and the obtained results.
Section 5 presents related work and concluding remarks
are presented in Section 6.

2. DSE Infrastructure

Our work uses as experimental setup the REFLECT
toolchain [5]. This toolchain is able to target multiple
processor architectures as well as FPGAs. DSE schemes
are implemented by writing LARA aspects that rely on an
outer loop which controls calls to toolchain tools, as
depicted in Figure 1. This outer loop can select/compute
and send parameters to different tools or to calls of other
LARA aspects, and uses a feedback mechanism to read
information from tool reports in an integrated way.

A DSE strategy is therefore implemented using LARA
aspects as follows. A top-level aspect implements the DSE
algorithm relying on the LARA outer-loop mechanism,
while other aspects are responsible for receiving an
optimization sequence that guides the toolchain compiler,
ReflectC, in the process of generating a solution design,
and for simulation/execution of the resulting designs. The
modularity of our DSE infrastructure requires only the
aspect that encapsulates the execution of the toolchain
compiler to be modified when using a different compiler.
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Figure 1. LARA based toolchain flow and the LARA
outer loop mechanism (from [5]).

2.1. ReflectC compiler

The ReflectC compiler supports the aspect-oriented
design flow controlled by LARA aspects/strategies, and
relies on a set of CoSy-based [6] compiler optimization
engines, engines for generating code targeting traditional
processors, as well as behavioral-RTL VHDL code, using
DWARV [7] as the hardware generator.

The integration of LARA with the ReflectC CoSy-
based compiler is done by a LARA weaving mechanism,
implemented in the form of a CoSy engine that is executed
when executing joinpoint and attribute queries, or actions
upon the CoSy intermediate representation, called
CCMIR, prior to the execution of a pipeline to which all
CoSy engines passable of being executed are attached to.

As an example, a LARA aspect that instructs the
ReflectC compiler to perform analysis, scalar replacement
and unroling on the innermost loops with known number
of iterations smaller or equal than 20 is depicted by Figure
2. Note the select, apply and condition keywords, used
for selecting joinpoints, applying actions, and filtering
joinpoints by an expression constructed with their
attributes, which evaluated to true or false at weaving
time. A description of the over 20 attributes currently
supported by the ReflectC LARA weaver engine can be
consulted in [5].

aspectdef optimize
input functionName end
select function{name==functionName}.loop{type=="for "

} end
apply
optimize(kind: "loopanalysis");
optimize(kind: "loopscalar");
optimize(kind: "loopunroll", k: "full"); // fully

unroll loop
end
condition
$loop.is_innermost && $loop.numIterIsConstant &&

$loop.num_iter<=20
end

end

Figure 2. A LARA aspect for performing loop opti-
mizations.

2.2. LARA outer-loop mechanism

The LARA outer-loop aspect is executed by a separated
LARA interpreter tool, larai.

Figure 3 depicts, as an example, LARA code that is
used inside a LARA loop in order to implement a DSE
scheme targeting the Microblaze processor. This code
instructs the toolchain to execute the ReflectC compiler,
simulate the generated solution, and extract the latency
value for the generated design. reflectcOpts contains
arguments for the ReflectC compiler, including the
optimization sequence.

run ( t o o l : ” r e f l e c t c ” , a r g s : r e f l e c t c O p t s , v e r b o s e : 2 ) ;
run ( t o o l : ” m i c r o b l a z e c c ” , a r g s : c c a r g s , v e r b o s e : 2 ) ;
run ( t o o l : ” m i c r o b l a z e s i m ” , a r g s : s imargs , v e r b o s e : 2 ) ;
r e p o r t ( ” m i c r o b l a z e e x p o r t e r ” , [ c f i l e n o e x t ] ) ;
v a r l a t e n c y R e f = @func t ion [ c f i l e n o e x t ] . l a t e n c y ;

Figure 3. LARA code used to control the ReflectC
compiler toolchain when targeting the MicroBlaze
soft-processor.

3. Simulated Annealing Algorithm

In this paper we focus on finding the optimization
sequence that results in the best performance for a given
function, considering a target platform (processor or
reconfigurable hardware) and the set of optimization
engines supported by the toolchain.

A straightforward but naive approach to DSE of the
optimization sequences subspace is to test all possible
combinations of k optimizations from a list of n possible
optimizations to choose from. While this approach is
guaranteed to find an optimal design point, as it tests all
optimization combinations, it is not practical.

Simulated annealing [8] (see pseudocode in Algorithm
1) is an effective and practical algorithm for optimization
problems. Variables s, e and t represent the state, energy
and temperature at a given iteration of the algorithm.
Variables s0, sbest and ebest represent the initial solution
configuration, the currently accepted configuration and the
associated energy, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Simulated annealing pseudo-code.
s← s0
e← E(s)
sbest ← s
ebest ← e
k← 0
while T > tmin do

T ← temperature(k)
snew← neighbour(s)
enew← E(snew)
if P(e,enew,T )> random() then

s← snew
e← enew

end if
if enew < ebest then

sbest ← snew
ebest ← enew

end if
k← k+1

end while
return sbest

Function E(s) evaluates the energy used by a given
configuration s, i.e. the latency of a given solution
targeting the MicroBlaze processor or reconfigurable
hardware, and temperature(k) calculated the next
temperature T .

The perturbation rules that generate the next optimiza-
tion sequence neighbour(s) to be tested for latency were
the following three:

1. Swap two randomly picked optimizations;
2. Replace an optimization by an optimization from the

complete optimization list;
3. Replace the unroll factor of a loop by a factor from the

list of allowed unroll factors.

Only one perturbation strategy is selected each iteration of
the simulated annealing algorithm. Each perturbation rule
has the same probability of being selected, being the last
(rule 3) only selected if the loop unrolling engine is used.

4. Experiments

Our Simulated Annealing-based DSE scheme is able to
explore design points, targeting software or hardware,
and runs on top of the REFLECT toolchain using the
LARA aspect-oriented programming language. The
DSE was performed using 34 CoSy engines, including
but not limited to constant propagation, loop invariant
code motion, common sub-expression elimination, and
loop unrolling. Two separated executions of the DSE
were performed, without and with the inclusion of the
loop unrolling engine. The unroll factor was allowed to
arbitrary be set to either one (i.e. no unroll) or two for
each loop of the given kernel. Additional loop factors
could be explored at the cost of aditional exploration time.

The kernels used as test-beds for the developed DSE
scheme were given by Coreworks and Honeywell, and are
respectively a filter subband function and a relaxation
kernel called grid iterate. The first is part of an MPEG
audio encoder, and the latter is from an avionics 3D
path planning application. The filter subband has two

input arrays of data type float (z and m) and an output
array of the same data type (s). The grid iterate has
a multidimensional array of fixed-point data type
(represented as int) as input (the obstacles array) and an
array of the same type and shape as output (the potential
array).

Multiple executions of the Simulated Annealing
DSE scheme were performed using different values
for alpha, i.e. the temperature decrease multiplication
factor. However, here are reported the results obtained
for alpha equal to 0.98. The minimum and maximum
temperatures (Tmin and Tmax) were experimentally chosen
to be 0.01 and 100000, respectively; resulting in the
exploration of 798 alternative optimization sequences.
Also, distinct maximum optimization sequence length
were tested to determine how it affects performance
(i.e. latency) for each kernel, represented by the energy
function E(s). A cycle accurate MicroBlaze simulator and
a RTL ModelSim simulator were used for simulating the
software and hardware implementations, respectively.

Table 1 depict results for the filter subband and grid
iterate kernels generated when targeting the MicroBlaze
processor without loop unrolling. Maximum length of
optimization sequences, resulting speedup and exploration
time are respectively represented by #, S and ∆t. As
expected, the optimization sequences selected by the
Simulated Annealing DSE scheme improve the reference
latency (i.e. without optimization).

Table 1. Software optimization sequences found for
Filter Subband and Grid Iterate without loop unrolling.

Kernel # S ∆t
(min) Optimization Sequence

Subb.

4 1.57 17.76 loopinvariant, loopstrength, loopscalar, loopguard

8 1.68 21.24 loopinvariant, loopscalar, dismemun, loopstrength, strength,

looprev, lowerboolval, loopbcount

16 1.71 26.39
loopinvariant, cse, copyprop, loopstrength, loopguard, loopscalar,

cache, vstrength, dismemun, blockmerge, strength, looprev,

loophoist

Grid.

4 1.98 30.15 dismemun, loopinvariant, cse, loopguard

8 2.07 34.04 noreturn, loopguard, loopinvariant, chainflow, dismemun, cse,

cache, strength

16 2.07 38.53
copyprop, loopguard, cache, loopive, vprop, looprev, dismemun,

loopscalar, loopinvariant, demote, promote, cse, strength, lrre-

name, lowerbitfield

Table 2 depicts results obtained including the loop
unrolling engine when targeting the MicroBlaze soft-core.
Unrolling the loops lead to an increase in performance
for the both kernels, at the cost of considerably more
exploration time (around 65% and 54% for filter subband
and grid iterate respectively). For grid iterate, the using
loop unrolling results in performance improvements when
using up to 8 or 16 optimizations, 7% and 11%, in relation
to the reference implementations. For the filter subband
kernel, the speedup improvements obtained with loop
unrolling were 4%, 7% and 9% respectively for sequence
composed of up to 4, 8 and 16 engines.

Table 3 depict results for the filter subband and grid
iterate kernels without loop unrolling when targeting
hardware. The DSE took longer when targeting hardware
because of longer simulation time.
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Table 2. Software optimization sequences found for
Filter Subband and Grid Iterate with loop unrolling.

Kernel # S ∆t
(min) Optimization Sequence

Subb.

4 1.63 29.92 loopinvariant, unroll, loopguard, loopscalar

8 1.79 32.47 condassigncreate, loopinvariant, loopscalar, dismemun, loop-

strength, looprev, unroll, strength

16 1.86 45.60
loopguard, loopbcount, loopstrength, mvpostop, setrefobj, dis-

memun, loopinvariant, loopfuse, lrrename, loopscalar, promote,

vprop, funceval, strength, looprev, unroll

Grid.

4 1.74 47.50 loopinvariant, alias, unroll, loopguard

8 2.21 50.03 dismemun, unroll, constprop, conevun, loopinvariant, cse, low-

erpfc, loopguard

16 2.29 60.64
ifconvert, dismemun, exprprop, constprop, unroll, unroll, alge-

braic, loopinvariant, loopguard, markconvert, demote, tailmerge,

cse, tailrec, strength, conevun

Table 3. Hardware optimization sequences found for
Filter Subband and Grid Iterate without loop unrolling.

Kernel # S ∆t
(min) Optimization Sequence

Subb.

4 1.13 168.60 loopscalar, cache, loopremove, loopstrength

8 1.13 171.34 scalarreplace, loopscalar, noreturn, loopstrength, cache, ex-

prprop, hwloopcreate, conevun

16 1.13 175.18 tailrec, loopscalar, alias, conevun, setpurity, cache, loophoist,

loopstrength, lowerpfc, funceval, lowerboolval, hwloopcreate

Grid.

4 1.11 216.31 loopstrength, loopbcount, promote, loopinvariant

8 1.11 221.98 lowerboolval, setpurity, cse, lowerbitfield, loopstrength,

vstrength, loopinvariant, loopbcount

16 1.11 224.32
loopive, cse, globcse, loopstrength, loopinvariant, misc, cone-

vun, loopbcount, noreturn, promote, ckfstrength, loopcanon, dis-

memun

Table 4 depicts the results using loop unrolling when
targeting hardware for the filter subband kernel. Speedups
over reference improve for all up to k sequence lengths in
relation to experiments without loop unrolling, 5% for up
to 4 and 11% for up to 8 and 16 optimizations, at the cost
of an average exploration time increase around 6%.

Table 4. Hardware optimization sequences found by
SA for Filter Subband with loop unrolling.

Kernel # S ∆t
(min) Optimization Sequence

Subb.

4 1.19 176.95 loopinvariant, unroll, cache, loopguard

8 1.25 171.98 exprprop, loopstrength, loopguard, conevun, unroll, loopscalar,

cache, promote

16 1.25 197.76
ckfstrength, condassigncreate, loopguard, loopinvariant, loop-

strength, tailrec, loopfuse, cse, unroll, loopstrength, lrrename,

cache, loopcanon, loopremove, loopbcount, scalarreplace

More significant speedups were achieved in software
than in hardware and generally using more engines
resulted in performance improvements.

Additional experiments considering the exploration of
395 (alpha equal to 0.96) instead of 798 (alpha equal
to 0.98) alternative optimization sequences, resulted
in reducing the exploration time to half while the
performance degradation was only around 7% and 5%
when targeting filter subband and grid iterate for software
with loop unrolling; with no performance degradation
when targeting hardware.

5. Related Work

State-of-art DSE optimization phase ordering
approaches (e.g. [9]) demonstrate that dynamically

choosing the best ordering of optimizations has a
significant impact on the execution time of applications.

The development of software in the form of complete
toolchains that have optimization ordering into account
has been considered by a number of authors (see, e.g. [2]).
However most existent tools either rely heavily on code
annotations (see, e.g. [10]), thus limiting the kind of
optimizations that can be performed and the possible
compilation targets, or simply do not provide an integrated
hardware/software view.

This work uses an environment developed in the context
of the REFLECT FP7 project [5], providing mechanisms
that ease the implementation of DSE strategies through the
usage of a aspect-oriented domain specific language named
LARA to control the compilation flow of toolchain.

6. Conclusions

LARA aspects have the potential to guide the
tool-chain in the exploration of design points targeting a
single or multiple hardware/software platforms. In this
context, the effective exploration of design points targeting
a software and hardware platforms was successfully
expressed using a single incrementally developed LARA
aspect implementing a Simulated Annealing algorithm.

The choice of optimizations, and their order of applica-
tion, can have an appreciable impact on performance and
are platform- and application-dependent. Besides, the
usage of the loop unrolling engine generally improves the
speedups of loop-based kernels when targetting both
software and hardware at the cost of a considerably
increased exploration time when targetting software.
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Abstract

Verifying reconfigurable systems or any computing system
is hard. This work presents an implementation of multi-
ple UDP ports for FaceWorks, an IP core used for hard-
ware test and debug over the UDP/IP network protocol,
which is a patented and proprietary technology of the com-
pany Coreworks SA. The objective of having multiple ports
is to allow multiple software threads or processes to inde-
pendently control the device under test (eg. multiple audio
streams driven by multiple programs). The new FaceWorks
hardware has been designed in Verilog and tested using a
SystemC model and an FPGA board. The SystemC model
is automatically generated and simulated using Verilator.
A PC software application to exercise the two UDP ports
for testing the system has been developed. This application
connects to both the SystemC model or FPGA board, indis-
tinguishably. Experiments and implementation results are
reported.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, integrated circuit designers are presented
with extremely short design cycles. To deliver on time,
companies are required to optimize the design flow. Of
the many solutions created, one of the most successful is
the reuse of pre-existent and complex blocks, often called
Intellectual Property Cores, or simply IP Cores.

As FPGAs present themselves as flexible and cost ef-
fective platforms to test, verify and produce IP cores, chal-
lenges arise on how to properly communicate indepen-
dently with each IP core in the FPGA. IP cores need to be
observed, configured, tested and debugged. Complex sys-
tems such as reconfigurable systems demand complicated
and concurrent testing and debug methods, often requiring
expensive equipment to be used.

To solve this problem, the company Coreworks SA cre-
ated and patented a technology [1, US 2008/0288652], [2,
EP 2003571/A2] that uses a simple PC and the office net-
work to exercise multiple cores in the FPGA. The tech-
nology has been called Core Access Networks R©and com-
prises the FaceWorks IP core, which is the gateway be-
tween the IP cores under test and a test program running
on a PC.

FaceWorks implements the UDP/IP/Ethernet protocol
stack in hardware, dispensing with an embedded proces-
sor and a software protocol stack. FaceWorks also imple-

ments the Coreworks Datagram Protocol (CWDP), which
adds IP core test and debug functions on top of the UDP/IP
stack. Other functions such as data streaming can also be
performed with this technology. This solution represents
an almost costless, high-speed and versatile test and debug
mechanism.

The implementation of FaceWorks that existed when
this work started used only a single UDP port to commu-
nicate with the FPGA board. The main problem of having
a single port is that, to exercise IP modules concurrently,
the test driver application becomes very difficult to write.
To solve this problem, it has been decided to increase the
number of UDP ports supported by FaceWorks, in order
to allow multiple software processes or threads to indepen-
dently and concurrently stimulate and observe multiple IP
cores in the system.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, nec-
essary background information on FaceWorks is provided.
Section 3 presents the new FaceWorks design and its inno-
vative verification strategy. Experimental results are pre-
sented and discussed in section 4. Finally, conclusions and
directions for future work are given in section 5.

2. Background

A high-level diagram of the FaceWorks IP is shown in
Figure 1. Being a network IP, its organization follows the
multi-layered ISO networking model. Each layer is ex-
plained in each of the following subsections.

2.1. Physical Layer

Like most other networking cores, FaceWorks relies on
a third party chip to implement the physical layer and does
not include this function inside. The high-speed electronics
needed to implement this functionality requires specialized
technology, and can not be implemented by regular digital
circuitry operating with a single voltage level.

2.2. Data Link Layer

The physical layer is interconnected with the data link
layer (aka Media Access Control (MAC)[3] layer) by
means of the Media Independent Interface (MII)[4], a well
known industry standard. MII is used to interconnect the
FaceWorks core in the FPGA and the Ethernet Physical
Transceiver (PHY) chip on the same board.

The MII data stream is composed of the Interframe Gap
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(IFG), the Preamble, the Start of Frame Delimiter and the
actual frame. The MAC frame is encapsulated inside the
MII stream. The MAC encapsulates the payload with a 14
byte header before the data payload, followed by a 4 byte
Frame Check Sequence (FCS) as show in Figure 2. The
FCS algorithm is a cyclic redundancy check (CRC).
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Figure 2. Ethernet packet structure with the MAC pro-
tocol

The MAC layer consists of two logic blocks, the Eth-
ernet receiver and an Ethernet transmitter. The receiver
block is responsible for removing the preamble, detecting
the SFD, performing packet filtering based on the destina-
tion MAC and Ethertype, and checking the CRC to validate
the data. The inverse operation is performed by the trans-
mitter block: it adds the preamble to the payload, inserts the
SFD, the Ethernet header, and calculates the trailing CRC.

2.3. Network Layer
The network layer in FaceWorks uses two blocks, the IP

RX block and the IP TX block.
The IP RX block implements the IP protocol for the re-

ceive packets. It processes the IP packets that are received
from the MAC layer, according to the values of their IP
header version, destination IP address and protocol type. It
calculates the checksum to verify the header and forwards
the payload data to the next block, the UDP RX block.

For transmit packets, the IP TX block calculates the
header checksum and writes the IP header and checksum
in the RAM TX block, which is where the packet is being
formed. Then, it requests the Ethernet TX module to send
the packet.

2.4. Coreworks Datagram Protocol
Before the transport layer blocks can be presented, the

Coreworks Datagram Protocol (CWDP)[5] must be ex-
plained. Figure 3 shows how a CWDP packet is structured,
and its fields are briefly described below.

0 8 16 32
CW-Link ID Packet Type CWPD PayloadPacket Number

CWDP header

Figure 3. CWDP packet

CW-Link ID This field identifies the destination core in-
terface for which the packet data is intended.

Packet Type This field identifies the CWDP packet type;
not all available packet types are used in this work.

Packet Number This field is a sequence number for data
packets. It is used to implement reliable transmission. The
Packet Number is incremented for every packet acknowl-
edged by the receiver. Only packets with the expected
Packet Number are acknowledged by the receiver.

Payload Contains the data to be delivered to the cores, or
parameters for FaceWorks.

The CWDP packet types that have been used in this
work are presented below. Refer to [5] for a complete out-
line of the existing CWDP packet types.

SET CORE ACCESS (packet type 0x03) This packet
type is used to initialize the FaceWorks core. In Figure
4 the structure of a CWDP SET CORE ACCESS packet is
shown. When a CWDP SET CORE ACCESS packet is re-
ceived by FaceWorks it locks to the host IP and UDP port
of the origin for the purpose of replying. The ARP table
is cleared and any packet present in the receive or trans-
mit buffers are deleted. Incoming or outgoing packet coun-
ters are both reset to zero. The registered host will main-
tain control of FaceWorks core until a CWDP SET MAC
packet is sent by the host. When FaceWorks is locked to a
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host, other incoming CWDP packets from other origins are
dropped.

Packet TypeCW_Link ID

CWDP header

Packet Number

Figure 4. CWDP SET CORE ACCESS packet

SET MAC (packet type 0x04) This type is now used to
release control and terminate a connection with the Face-
Works core. In a complete FaceWorks implementation this
could be used to change from core access mode to MAC
mode. In MAC mode FaceWorks operates as a regular
MAC core and CORE DATA packets can not be transmit-
ted. In Figure 5 the structure of the CWDP SET MAC
packet is shown. When a CWDP SET MAC packet is re-
ceived the control of the FaceWorks core is released, the
registered IP and UDP port are deleted, the ARP table is
cleared and packet buffers are cleared. Incoming or outgo-
ing packet counters are both reset to zero. Control can be
regained by sending a SET CORE ACCESS packet again.

Packet TypeCW_Link ID

CWDP header

Packet Number

0 7 8 15 16 31
Not used 0x04 Not Used

Figure 5. CWDP SET MAC packet

CORE DATA (packet type 0x01) This packet type is
used to send data between systems and cores. In Figure
6 a CWDP CORE DATA packet is shown. The packet pay-
load is composed of several CW-Link words, each word is
32-bit long and each CORE DATA packet can contain up
to 360 CW-Link words.

Packet TypeCW_Link ID

CWDP header

! " #$ %& $' ()*#+,%&
-./0123456764)8!94:::94;< !=!# >6?3@74)ABC@D -./0123456764! :::

Figure 6. CWDP CORE DATA packet

ACK (packet type 0x02) This packet type is used to ac-
knowledge received packets. In Figure 7, the structure of
a CWDP ACK packet is shown. Received CWDP packets,
except for the ACK packet itself, trigger a reply with an
ACK packet. The packet number of the transmitted ACK
matches the packet number of the received packet when a
CORE DATA packet is received. If the received packet is
a SET CORE ACCESS packet then the packet number of
the ACK packet is set to zero.

Packet TypeCW_Link ID

CWDP header

Figure 7. CWDP ACK packet

2.5. Transport Layer

The FaceWorks implementation of the transport layer is
composed of the following blocks, the UDP RX and TX
blocks, the CWDP RX and TX blocks and the CW-Link
RX and TX blocks. An interaction diagram is shown in
Figure 8.

CWDP
TX

CW-Link
TX

CWDP
RX

CW-Link
RX CORE

CORE

Payload of UDP RX Payload of Core Data Data

CWDP Packet to UDP TX CWDP Payload Data

Received ACK Number

Data 
Number

Send 
ACK

Figure 8. CWDP Layer

The UDP RX block filters out UDP messages that are
not being sent to the UDP port being used for CWDP com-
munication. For messages addressed to the UDP port be-
ing used for CWDP communication, the UDP RX block
removes the UDP header and forwards the UDP payload
(CWDP packet) to the CWDP RX module.

The UDP TX block inserts the UDP header in the RAM
TX buffer, calculates the checksum assuming the pseudo-
header is attached upfront, and forwards the transmission
of the UDP packet to the IP TX module.

The CWDP RX block implements the CWDP protocol
for the received packets. It decodes the type of the received
packet and performs the instructed action. The payload of
CORE DATA packets is placed in the RAM RX buffer. Af-
ter the reception of a CWDP packet it requests the CWDP
TX to send the acknowledge packet. If the CWDP packet
is a CORE DATA packet it forwards the data to CW-Link
RX block in order to be delivered to the addressed IP Core.

The CWDP TX block receives data from the CW-Link
TX block and sends the data to the UDP TX module by
means of the RAM TX buffer. Then it waits for the ACK
packet of the sent packet, which will arrive in the CWDP
RX block. When the ACK packet arrives, the CWDP
RX block presents the sequence number to the CWDP TX
block, so it can verify that it matches the sequence number
of the packet previously sent.
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3. Design and Verification

In this section a two-port FaceWorks implementation is
presented, as well as the methodology used to debug and
verify this design.

3.1. New Hardware Implementation

The new architecture is presented in Figure 9. During
the development a loopback has been used, where the CW-
Link RX is directly connected to CW-Link TX. With this
test case, no IP cores other than FaceWorks are needed.

Compared to the original architecture, the CW-Link
modules are duplicated on both the reception and transmis-
sion sides. A signal generated from the destination UDP
destination port field is used to decide which of CW-Link
RX unit is active. An arbiter is added to decide which of
the CW-Link TX is granted access to the medium. The
RAM RX block is also duplicated in order to receive and
store two consecutive packets with different destination
ports.

PHY

Ethernet
RX

ARP

Ethernet
TX

IP
TX

IP
RX

UDP
TX

UDP
RX

CWDP
TX

CW-Link
TX 0

CWDP
RX

CW-Link
RX 0

RAM TX

RAM RX 1

Physical Data Link Network Layer Transport Layer

CW-Link
RX 1

CW-Link
TX 1

RAM RX 0

Arbiter

º
º
º

º
º
º

º
º
º

º
º
º

FPGA

FACEWORKS

Figure 9. Two-port FaceWorks Block Diagram

In this implementation FaceWorks supports a single
sender IP address and listens to two hardwired UDP ports,
whose numbers differ by 1. For example, ports 1234 and
1235.

3.2. Verification

Initially, verification of the design was being performed
directly on the FPGA using as main tools for debug a
packet sniffer (Wireshark), an ILA (Xilinx’s ChipScope
Pro) and the Face-Test application to send stimuli to the
FPGA board and analyze the responses. However, as the
design got near completion, some intermittent bugs showed
up, which were very difficult to identify using this verifica-
tion method.

The main difficulty was to know when and what signal
was the causing a problem, so that correct trigger condi-
tions could be set. Using the ILA proved ineffective due
to too many inconclusive trigger conditions, and a limited
buffer size to store data samples for analysis, which is the
result of having a limited number of BRAM in the device.

An alternative consisted in creating a testbench and run-
ning the system into a simulator such as Xilinx’s iSim.
However, it was difficult to recreate realistic test condi-
tions, unless a significant amount of C and Verilog code
were developed. Another way is to modify the system in
order to be able to run a simpler to write testbench, but
this approach is risky as important features may end up
untested.

Besides, methods for the testbench to read and write
data are limited to file IO since no Verilog Procedural Inter-
face (VPI) support is offered for iSim. Reading files with
data to input to the MII interface and writing files with data
output from the same interface is hard and complicated to
implement in a testbench, considering the sheer amount of
data needed to adequately test a network interface. So,
other alternatives were searched so that the design could
be properly debugged and verified. Of the considered alter-
natives, Verilator, a free open source application, has been
chosen to perform this task.

Verilator is an application that translates a synthesiz-
able Verilog description into an optimized cycle-accurate
behavioral model in C++/SystemC, called a verilated file.
Verilator is a two state simulator (0,1), but it has features to
deal with unknown states. The testbench is a C/C++ appli-
cation that wraps the verilated model and is compiled with
it using a common C++ compiler. Verilated models show
high simulation speed, which is on par or higher than com-
mercial simulators such as NC-Verilog, VCS and others.
[6].

Figure 10 shows the verification environment for Face-
Works, encompassing the Face-test application and the
C++ testbench.

Socket

Socket

Face-Test

Application

Dummy UDP
Server 0

Dummy UDP
Server 1

FaceWorks
Controller

FaceWorks
System C

Model
MII

Port 0 Port 1

Port 0 Port 1
Packets

C/C++ Testbench

sniffudp

Figure 10. Verification Environment
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3.3. Face-Test Application

The FaceWorks test application (Face-Test) is a C lan-
guage application that implements the CWDP protocol.
The application has been tested on the pre-existing Face-
Works architecture and on the new FaceWorks architecture.

The two basic functions used in the Face-Test ap-
plication are the CWDP receive packet() and the
CWDP send packet() functions. These functions cre-
ate an abstraction layer which hides the CWDP de-
tails. They are used for sending / receiving packets to
/ from FaceWorks, and can be called for different ses-
sions/connections inside a user process.

3.4. Testbench

Using Verilator, a FaceWorks simulator has been cre-
ated which can be stimulated with the same socket-based
test application used for exercising FaceWorks in an FPGA.
In this way test patterns that fail in the FPGA device can
be replicated and analyzed in simulation with full visibil-
ity over all design signals. A FaceWorks SystemC model
is created by running Verilator on the FaceWorks Verilog
code, and this object is then instantiated in the testbench
application.

The testbench has five components: Dummy UDP
Server 0, Dummy UDP Server 1 and sniffudp,
the FaceWorks Controller, and the FaceWorks model.

3.4.1. Dummy UDP Servers

The two threads Dummy UDP Server 0 and Dummy
UDP Server 1 perform the simple operation of reading
the UDP ports persistently, to prevent the input data coming
from the application from filling the OS socket buffer.

3.4.2. sniffudp

The sniffudp thread launches the data capture code,
which is based on the sniffex.c code example of using
libcap, a portable C/C++ library for network traffic cap-
ture [7].

A simpler solution to capture data from the Face-Test
application would be to implement a C/C++ UDP socket
server in the testbench to read the incoming data from the
Face-Test application and provide it to the FaceWorks Sys-
temC model. However, since the FaceWorks connection to
the outside is the MII interface, one would need to recreate
the MII packet from the received UDP payload. Recreating
the MII packet implies recreating the UDP packet followed
by the IP packet, followed the Ethernet frame. This would
be unnecessarily complicated. Using the libpcap library,
one can capture the packets at the data link layer and avoid
the process of recreating the Ethernet, IP and UDP packets.

The sniffudp function is set to capture data from the
Linux loopback (lo) device, which is addressed with the
two FaceWorks UDP ports. The lo device is a virtual net-
work interface used to receive packets sent from the host to
itself. After the setup, the sniffudp thread is waiting for
filtered packets. When such packets arrive they are passed

to the callback function got packet().
The got packet() function receives almost com-

plete Ethernet frames (Figure 2) which miss the FCS
field and have a blank destination and source address,
since the data is traveling through the loopback interface.
The preamble, SFD, destination address, source address
and Ethertype fields are inserted. The data field (con-
taining the IP packet) is copied from the sniffed packet.
The FCS field contains the CRC computed by both the
process recv packet and the got packet func-
tion. The source code used to calculate the CRC has been
generated by a Python script denominated pycrc[8]. The
pycrc script outputs a C header file (.h) and a C source
code file (.c) which can compute the CRC.

Finally, the got packet() function reaches a critical
section of the code where it pushes the packet into a queue
shared with the main thread, after which it terminates exe-
cution. When another packet is filtered the callback func-
tion is called again and the process repeats all over again.

3.4.3. FaceWorks Controller and Model

The FaceWorks Controller is responsible for receiving
data from the sniffudp thread, formatting the data ac-
cording to the MII format and deliver them to the Face-
Works MII interface. The FaceWorks Controller is also re-
sponsible for unpacking the data it receives from the Face-
Works model in order do send them to the test application
via UDP sockets.

The FaceWorks model is a SystemC Model created by
running Verilator on the FaceWorks Verilog code and com-
municates with the FaceWorks Controller.

Since the FaceWorks Controller does not implement the
ARP protocol, to properly support the communication be-
tween the Face-Test application and the FaceWorks model,
the FaceWorks controller starts by sending a fixed ARP re-
ply packet as shown in Figure 11. This packet is sent even
without receiving any ARP request from the FaceWorks
model. The purpose is to fill the ARP cache with an IP /
MAC address pair, so the FaceWorks Ethernet TX module
can obtain the MAC address by consulting the ARP mod-
ule. If the cache is already stuffed, no ARP query packets
will be generated by the FaceWorks model.

DST: 00:AA:00:62:C6:21
SRC: 00:AA:00:62:C6:21
ARP reply:
     "192.168.0.133 is 
           at 00:AA:00:62:C6:21"

Figure 11. Injected ARP Reply Packet

After the ARP stuffing is completed, the FaceWorks
controller is in a loop, trying to transfer data from the
packet queue, shared with the sniffudp thread, to the
MII RX interface of the FaceWorks model, and/or to trans-
fer data from the MII TX interface to the socket that leads
to the Face-Test application.
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To transfer data from the queue to the MII RX interface
the FaceWorks controller needs to get hold of the mutex
that protects the shared packet queue. When access to the
mutex is granted and at least one packet exists in the queue,
the packet is popped from the queue and fed into the MII
RX interface of the FaceWorks model, nibble by nibble.

To transfer data to the socket leading to Face-Test, the
FaceWorks controller stores the nibbles received from the
FaceWorks model in a buffer, which is then passed to an-
other function, the process recv packet function.

The process recv packet function receives as ar-
gument a packet buffer from the FaceWorks controller, pro-
cesses the packet and sends it over the network socket to the
Face-Test application. The processing consists in checking
if the Preamble, SFD and Ethernet headers are correctly
constructed, by comparing their values to the expected val-
ues. The FCS field is calculated for the received packet and
compared with the FCS value in the packet itself. The FCS
field contains the CRC checksum computed as described
in section 3.4.2. If any field does not match the expected
value, the function returns with an error which indicates the
malformed field. If a well formed packet is received, the IP
headers and UDP headers are read to extract the destina-
tion IP address, UDP port and UDP payload offset, and the
UDP packet is sent to the Face-Test Application. By veri-
fying the data from the MII interface, the operation of the
FaceWorks model is always under scrutiny, which is a valu-
able debug feature. Next, the Ethernet, IP and UDP headers
are removed, and the data is placed into the UDP socket to
be sent to the Face-Test application, which is listening to
the UDP ports in use.

4. Results

In this section two kinds of results are presented: 1)
FPGA implementation results and 2) bandwidth results.

4.1. FPGA Implementation Results

The system has been developed and tested on a Xilinx
SP605 board, featuring a Spartan 6 XC6SLX45T device
and a Marvell Alaska PHY (88E1111) chip. The Spartan 6
is a low end device, designed for larger production volumes
and low price but with limited performance.

Table 1. Results for the Single-Port FaceWorks

Used Total Percentage Used

Slice Logic Utilization
Number of Registers 1527 54576 2%

Number of LUTs: 2178 27288 7%
Number used as Logic 2036 27288 7 %

Number used as Memory 16 6048 1 %
Specific Feature Utilization

Number of BRAM (16Kb) 2 116 2%

The synthesis results presented are obtained with the
Xilinx ISE 14.4 suite of tools. In Table 1, synthesis results
for the original single port implementation are presented.

Table 2 presents synthesis results for the two-port imple-
mentation designed in this work.

Table 2. Results for the Two-Port FaceWorks
Used Total Percentage Used

Slice Logic Utilization
Number of Registers 1917 54576 3%

Number of LUTs: 2965 27288 10%
Number used as Logic 2933 27288 10 %

Number used as Memory 32 6048 1 %
Specific Feature Utilization

Number of BRAM (16Kb) 3 116 2%

The synthesis results show that both FaceWorks designs
are very economic in terms of size. In terms of logic re-
sources, implemented with Look Up Tables (LUTs), the
two-port design is about 40% larger than the single-port de-
sign but it supports 16 CW-Link connections whereas the
single-port design only supports 8 CW-Link connections.
The IP cores use little internal memory, implemented with
Block RAMs (BRAMs), and zero DSP blocks. The overall
size can be considered adequate for a test and debug core.
For a small FPGA like the Spartan 6 XC6SLX45T device,
it only occupies 10 % of the logic resources in the two-port
configuration.

Table 3. Period Timing Constraints

Used Minimum

Sys clk 20 ns 8.341 ns
TX CLK 40 ns NA
RX CLK 40 ns NA

The constraints for the system clock (Sys Clk) and the
PHY receive and transmit clocks (RX CLK and TX CLK)
are shown in Table 3 for the two-port design. The minimum
Sys Clk period that has been possible to meet (8.341 ns)
corresponds to a frequency of about 120MHz which is a
competitive frequency for a Spartan 6 device. Compared to
the single port implementation, where the minimum clock
period is 6.912 ns, the maximum frequency for the two-port
design is 20% lower than the single-port implementation.
This is mostly due to the Arbiter block design, where the
operation frequency scales poorly in the number of ports. A
better design would not be very difficult to implement but
falls out of the scope of this work. However, for a number
of ports higher than two, it is highly recommended that the
Arbiter design is reviewed.

4.2. Ethernet Network Characterization

The results presented in this section have been obtained
using two notebooks featuring an Intel U4100 @ 1.30GHz
processor, using 3 GB of RAM and an Atheros AR8131
Ethernet adapter. The Linux kernel 3.2.0-x86-64 has been
used. To interconnect the two notebooks, a TP-Link TL-
WR841N 10/100 Mbps switch has been used.

Two tests have been performed to the determine the net-
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work capabilities, and detect if it can limit the FaceWorks
performance.

The first test was designed to determine the maximum
throughput achievable with the switch. This test consisted
in exchanging data in both directions, simultaneously, be-
tween two notebooks interconnected via the switch.

The throughput values presented in Table 4 represent
raw values obtained using a random stream, without send-
ing acknowledge packets, and without any data dependen-
cies on the data sent by the other peer. Throughput val-
ues are measured for upstream, downstream and aggregate
(sum of upstream and downstream). In the remainder of
this work, the aggregate throughput obtained is used as a
reference.

Table 4. TL-WR841N 10/100 Mbps Maximum Raw
Throughput

Downstream Upstream Aggregate

Throughput 94.54 Mbps 95.88 Mbps 190.42 Mbps

These results show that in practice a throughput close to
the nominal network speed has been achieved. One can say
the network setup introduces a 5% degradation compared
to ideal conditions.

The second test consisted in measuring the effective
throughput for various packet sizes. Using the ping appli-
cation 10 packets were sent with three distinct data sizes,
54 bytes, 720 bytes and 1440 bytes. The RTT values as
reported by the ping application and effective through-
put for 3 packet sizes are presented in Table 5, where the
aggregate throughput is calculated using the following ex-
pression:

T hroughput =
2×PacketSize×8

RT T.106 [Mbps] (1)

Table 5. TL-WR841N 10/100 Mbps Latency and
Throughput

Packet Size Latency Throughput Utilization

54 bytes 0.593 ms 1.51 Mbps <1%
720 bytes 0.84 ms 13.71 Mbps 7.2%

1440 bytes 1.107 ms 20.81 Mbps 10.9%

These results show that the network latency is the main
factor limiting the system performance. The data is packe-
tized and a latency penalty is incurred for each packet sent.
Naturally, the penalty decreases with the packet size, but
even for the maximum packet size allowed by the CWDP
protocol (1440 bytes), the obtained practical upper bound
for the aggregate throughput (21 Mbps) is only about 11%
of the maximum possible throughput.

4.3. FaceWorks Sustained Throughput

To measure the FaceWorks sustained1 throughput, the
TP-Link TL-WR841N 10/100 Mbps switch has been used
to interconnect one notebook and the FPGA board contain-
ing the FaceWorks core. In the FPGA, the CW-link RX-TX
loopback was in place, so that the tests could be done using
FaceWorks alone. Table 6 summarizes the results obtained.

Table 6. FaceWorks Throughput Results

Single Port Dual Port Gain

Old FaceWorks 9.86 Mbps - -
New FaceWorks 11.02 Mbps 14.71 Mbps 33%
Verilator Model 42.27 Mbps 79.59 Mbps 88%

Both the old and new FaceWorks implementations have
been tested using the Face-Test application. The new ver-
sion is significantly faster than the original FaceWorks im-
plementation in VHDL. Since the algorithms are the same,
the suspicion is that the previous version may have been
dropping packets, due to the presence of problems detected
by the Verilator linter, which have been fixed in this new
and cleaned up Verilog version.

The two-port FaceWorks core has been tested using two
Face-Test applications, one for each UDP port. As can be
seen, the two-port FaceWorks makes a better use of the
available bandwidth when compared to the single-port im-
plementation. Due to the independence of the two chan-
nels, this gain roughly corresponds to doubling the packet
size.

Using the cycle accurate Verilator simulator, about 42
Mbps for a single-port core and 80Mbps for a two-port
core have been obtained. Note that, in hardware simulation
all latencies are zero (network, switch, host and Operating
System (OS)), except for the FaceWorks and the MAC pro-
tocol small hardware latencies. Thus, the simulation results
can be taken as a reference for when the latency is almost
null. The fact that the practical results differ so much from
the simulation results clearly demonstrates the dramatic ef-
fect of system latency on the overall throughput.

5. Conclusion

The design of a new two-port FaceWorks architecture,
the main objective of this work, has been fully accom-
plished, including its verification and experimental char-
acterization.

The UDP and CWDP hardware modules have been
modified to work with two ports. The number of CW-Link
interfaces has been duplicated, in order to keep the same
number of debug interfaces per UDP port as before. Face-
Works has been rewritten in Verilog from a previous VHDL
language version. Besides being a lot more common in the
industry, the use of Verilog is mandatory for the Verilator

1In networking the term sustained is used for results obtained by aver-
aging over long periods of time.
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simulator, a key tool which made possible the completion
of this project in time.

Verilator provides a cutting-edge approach to verifica-
tion compared to using a standard Verilog simulator. The
Verilator tool has been used to create a SystemC model
of the FaceWorks design, which has been embedded in a
C/C++ testbench. This solves the classical difficulty of in-
tegrating software and hardware in a simulation environ-
ment. Other advantages of using Verilator are the detailed
linting it effects on the Verilog code, the exhaustive dump-
ing of wave traces for debugging purposes, and the detailed
coverage metrics it extracts from the design simulation.

The design has been synthesized and tested in a Xil-
inx Spartan 6 FPGA. The implementation proved small and
fast enough for a debug core, as such core should not take
too much space in the overall system design.

The experiments performed aimed at obtaining through-
put values for the new FaceWorks implementation and
comparing them with the previous single-port implemen-
tation.

First the network used for testing has been character-
ized in order to have practical upper bounds for bandwidth
and throughput. The bandwidth was found to be close to
the nominal 100 Mbps, while the thoughput varied signif-
icantly with the packet size, which illustrates the strong
penalty introduced by the system latency.

Then the FaceWorks cores have been tested both in sim-
ulation and in the actual network formed by a host note-
book, an Ethernet switch and the FPGA board.

The simulation results illustrate the situation when the
system latency is close to zero as the simulated hardware la-
tencies are very small compared with the host or switch la-
tencies. About 40% network utilization has been obtained
for the single-port FaceWorks and 80% network utilization
has been obtained for the two-port FaceWorks. The degra-
dation compared to the available bandwidth of 100 Mbps is
due to the handshaking needed for the CWDP protocol.

When the same tests are performed on the actual net-
work only 11% network utilization is obtained for the
single-port FaceWorks and 15% network utilization has
been obtained for the two-port FaceWorks. These results
clearly show the dramatic effect of system latency on the
available throughput.

The achievable throughput improves considerably when
more ports are added, since a packet for one port can be
sent without waiting for the acknowledge of the packet sent
to another port. The two-port implementation results show
more than 50% improvement on the throughput compared
to the single port implementation.

5.1. Future work

To improve the FaceWorks throughput one obvious so-
lution is upgrading it to use a 1 Gbps PHY chip. This would
allow for a lower latency because of a higher transmission
rate and a higher MTU with the use of Jumbo frames. How-
ever, implementing support for Jumbo frames would re-
quire larger amounts of on-chip RAM, and this could be
a restriction depending on the target FPGA device.

An alternative solution consists in not sending acknowl-
edge packets; if some packet is lost or received out-of-order
then the retransmission of that packet only is requested.
This solution is based on the assumption that most pack-
ets sent from the PC to FaceWorks and vice-versa will be
delivered and arrive in order.

Another improvement that can be done in the future is
to eliminate the FaceWorks core from the simulation en-
vironment, as it is only needed to connect PC and FPGA
board. In fact, if the objective is to the debug the IP core,
simulating FaceWorks as part of the whole system may be
an unnecessary burden. This scheme is presented in Figure
12, where the FaceWorks model has been replaced with a
simpler UDP/CWDP server written in C++.

Socket

Stimulus
Application

UDP
CWDP
Server

IP Core
System C

Model
CW-Link

C/C++ Testbench

Figure 12. A UDP/CWDP cycle accurate simulator
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Abstract 
 

The Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) is a sub-

detector of the ATLAS detector of CERN. It provides 

accurate measurement of the energy of jets of 

particles resulting from proton-proton collisions that 

occur in the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) 

experiments, measurement of Missing Transverse 

Energy and identification of low-pt muons. Particles 

that cross the TileCal produce photons in the 

scintillators, which are absorbed and carried by 

Wavelength Shifting Fibers until they feed a set of 

photomultipliers tubes (PMTs). The PMTs convert 

photons into electrical signals which drive the 

TileCal front-end electronics. A High Voltage (HV) 

distributor system is used to power the PMTs. A new 

version of a high voltage control board (HV_opto) is 

being developed. The controlling and monitoring of 

the high voltages' system will be implemented in a 

FPGA which communicates with the HV_opto 

through a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). A SPI 

Master module is under preliminary evaluation in 

order to be used in this new high voltage control 

board. The SPI module is the subject of this article. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The LHC [1] collider, at CERN, is a 

circular structure with 27 km of perimeter. The main 

goal of LHC is to collide two beams of protons or 

heavy ions travelling in opposite directions. The 

particle beams travel inside the ring of the 

accelerator tube in which vacuum is established. The 

protons are accelerated and kept in the centre of the 

tubes by a magnetic field generated by powerful 

superconducting magnets, cooled by a suitable 

cryogenic system. The collisions of protons occur at 

key points - the locations of the LHC detectors. The 

protons travel in bunches that intersect in the key 

points with a frequency of 40 MHz. The ATLAS is 

one of the detectors installed at the LHC. 

The HV system is one of the components of 

TileCal, which is being upgraded. In this new HV 

system, a reconfigurable device (a Kintex-7 FPGA) 

hosts the firmware used to access and control the 

new high voltage control board which provides high 

voltage to the PMTs. The communication between 

the FPGA and the high voltage control board is 

performed through SPI protocol. An SPI master 

interface in the FPGA is now being tested, with the 

new high voltage control board tests in sight. 

This paper is structured in 5 sections. In 

section 2 is presented the configuration of the new 

TileCal HV system. Section 3 is dedicated to the 

description of SPI protocol. The description of the 

SPI master interface which is to be tested is 

presented in section 4. Finally, in section 5 are the 

final considerations and conclusions from this work. 

 

2. The New TileCal HV System 

 

The high voltage has strong influence in the 

detector performance, so a stable HV system is 

fundamental for the good behaviour of the PMTs. 

Fig. 1 shows the new configuration for supplying, 

controlling and monitoring the high voltage applied 

to the PMTs. The HV_opto is a new version of the 

high voltage control board, used to control the value 

of the high voltage that is supplied to each PMT. The 

HV_Opto is divided into lengthwise independent 

halves, but the HV input is common to them [2]. 

Each half serves 6 PMTs, so an HV_opto board has 

12 HV output channels. It produces an output 

voltage derived from the input HV, with the output 

proportional to a DAC (Digital-to-Analog Converter) 

voltage, up to a maximum which is the value of the 

input HV. The output HV is monitored by an ADC 

(Analog-to-Digital Converter), using a voltage 

divider to step the voltage down to a level that can be 
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processed by the low voltage circuits [2]. The digital 

interface to the ADC and to the DAC uses an SPI 

slave interface.  
 

 
Figure 1. New configuration for TileCal HV system. 

  

In the front-end Daughterboard FPGAs 

(Kintex-7 from Xilinx) will be implemented a SPI 

master interface (to communicate with the HV_opto 

board) and firmware to process commands from 

sROD (super-Read Out Drivers) in the back-end: a 

Write command to a DAC on a HV channel, to 

change the output high voltage for that channel; or a 

Read command to read back a digitized value of the 

current high voltage [2]. A SPI master interface from 

Xilinx, which is the subject of this paper, is under 

evaluation to be used in the HV_opto tests, and 

finally it could be implemented in the front-end 

Daughterboard FPGAs. Aside of the SPI evaluation, 

the firmware to process commands from the sROD 

and communicate (using SPI) with the HV_opto is 

being developed.  

The Detector Control System (DCS) is 

responsible for the control and monitoring the HV 

system. The sROD FPGA serves as data/command 

router between the DCS and the Daughterboard 

FPGAs, and handles communications with the DCS 

computers. 

  
 

3. Serial Peripheral Interface  
 

The Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) is a 

full duplex, synchronous, serial data link that is 

standard for many microprocessors, 

microcontrollers, and peripherals. It allows 

communication between microprocessors and 

peripherals and/or inter-processor communication 

[3]. The devices communicates in a master/slave 

configuration and during a SPI transfer, data is 

simultaneously transmitted (shifted out, serially) and 

received (shifted in, serially). A serial clock line 

synchronizes shifting and sampling of the 

information on two serial lines. A slave select line 

allows individual selection of a slave SPI device. 

The SPI bus consists of four wires (Fig. 2): Serial 

Clock (SCLK), Master Slave In (MOSI), Master In 

Slave Out (MISO), and Slave Select   ̅̅ ̅, which carry 

information between the devices connected to the 

bus [4]. 

 
Figure 2. SPI bus. 

 

The MOSI data line is the output data from 

the master which is shifted as the input data to the 

selected slave. The MISO data line is the output data 

from the selected slave to the input of the master. 

There may be no more than one slave transmitting 

data during a particular transfer [3], [4]. 

The SCLK is a serial clock which is 

provided by the SPI master and regulates the flow of 

bits. The SCLK line transitions once for each bit in 

the transmitted data. When the master initiates a 

transfer, a number of clock cycles equal to the 

number of the bits to be transmitted are 

automatically generated on the SCLK pin. SCLK pin 

is an input to the slave and synchronizes the data 

transfer between the master and slave devices [3], 

[4]. 

The   ̅̅ ̅ control line is used to select a 

particular slave allowing individual selection of a 

slave SPI device. The slave devices not selected do 

not interfere with SPI bus activities, by ignoring the 

SCLK signal and keep the MISO output pin in a high 

impedance state unless its slave select pin is active 

low [3],[4]. 

The SPI specification allows to the user to 

select different modes of operation accordingly with 

the clock phase and polarity. It is possible four 

combinations of clock phase and polarity. The clock 

polarity is specified by a control signal (1 bit) 

normally named CPOL, which selects an active high 

or active low clock and has no significant effect on 

the transfer format. The clock phase is also specified 

by a control signal (1 bit) named CPHA, which 

selects one of two fundamentally different transfer 

formats. If CPHA = ‘0’, data is valid on the first 

SCLK edge (rising or falling) after   ̅̅ ̅ has asserted. If 

CPHA = ‘1’, data is valid on the second SCLK edge 

(rising or falling) after   ̅̅ ̅ has asserted. The clock 

phase and polarity should be identical for the master 

device and for the slave device [3], [4]. 

 

4. SPI Master Evaluation  
 

We have evaluated a SPI master interface in 

a Virtex-6 FPGA hosted in a Xilinx ML605 
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evaluation board. We started from a provided SPI 

master interface from Xilinx, described in VHDL
1
, 

and apt to be used in a Xilinx CoolRunner-II CPLD 

(Complex Programmable Logic Devices) [3] in order 

to interface microprocessors. This SPI master 

interface was prepared for 8-bit data transfers, so an 

update of the code to handle 16-bit data transfer was 

performed, because the HV_opto uses ADCs and 

DACs which requires 16 bit data transfers. Fig. 3 

shows the block diagram [3] of the SPI master 

interface to be tested in FPGA, in the future, with 

high voltage board. In the following, it is presented a 

description of the functionality of each of these 

blocks.  

 

 
Figure 3.Block diagram SPI master interface. 

 

Clock logic block: is responsible to generate the 

output serial clock (sclk) based on the values of the 

clkdiv, cpha and cpol inputs. The clkdiv input set the 

frequency of the serial clock, dividing down the 

input clock (clk) frequency by 4, 8, 16, or 32, as 

shown in table 1 [3]. 

 

clkdiv setting Frequency of sclk 

00 1/4 of clk 

01 1/8 of clk 

10 1/16 of clk 

11 1/32 of clk 
Table 1. Serial clock settings. 

 
The cpha sets the phase of the serial clock in relation 

to the serial data. If cpha =’1’, data is valid on first 

sclk edge (rising or falling) after slave select has 

asserted, while if cpha = ‘0’, data is valid on second 

slck edge (rising or falling) after slave select has 

asserted. The cpol bit sets the clock polarity of the 

serial clock. If cpol = ‘0’, sclk is low when it is in an 

idle state, while if cpol = ‘1’, sclk is high when it is in 

an idle state [3]. 

 
TX 16-bit shift register: it is a 16-bit shift register 

in which data can be loaded and transmitted. Each bit 

is shifting out through MOSI line in each serial clock 

                                                           
1VHDL - VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits) Hardware 
Description Language 

cycle. The Tx_data is the input to load the 16-bit 

data. 
 

Control state machine: this block is responsible to 

control the shifting and loading process of the 16-bit 

transmitter shift register, and it generates the signals 

for slave’s selection (SS). It also monitors the 

transfer process to determine when a 16-bit data 

transfer is complete. In this case, it outputs a flag 

signal, the Tx_done signal, which goes high when a 

transfer is complete. The state machine implemented 

in this block remains in the IDLE state until the start 

bit is asserted. This state machine also control when 

the serial clock is output to the SPI bus. 

 

RX 16-bit shift register: it is used to receive the 

data sent by slave devices through the MISO line. 

The Rcv_cpol input allows specifying which edge of 

the external sclk the incoming MISO data is sampled 

on. This allows flexibility in dealing with all types of 

different slave devices, as some SPI slaves clock 

data out on the rising edge of sclk, while others clock 

data out on the falling edge of sclk. When a receiving 

process is complete, it outputs a flag signal, Rx_load, 

which goes high when all bits sent by a slave is 

received; at this time the received data is available in 

the 16 bit output, the RX_data line. 

 

The hardware resources in the Virtex-6 FPGA are 

presented in table 2. The percentage of resources of 

each one of the resources category is about 1 %. We 

use an output SPI clock frequency of 2.5 MHz, 

which is the recommended frequency for the 

HV_opto board [2]. The input clock, clk was used 

with a frequency of 10 MHz, well below the 

maximum frequency of 415.45 MHz allowable for 

this module (post-synthesis value given by the Xilinx 

development tool). 

 

 
Table 2. Device utilization on the Virtex-6 FPGA. 

 

The next step of this work will be testing this SPI 

master interface with the HV_opto board. The 

configuration for the next step is presented in Fig. 4. 

The computer (PC) replaces the sROD/DCS system, 
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sending Write/Read commands to the control 

module. The control module processes these 

commands and transmits them to the HV_opto 

DAC/ADC using the SPI Master interface under 

evaluation. 

 

 
Figure 4: Configuration for the next step of this work - 

testing the SPI, the Control module and the HV_opto 

integrated in one system. 

 

When integrating the SPI master interface in this 

system, it must to be adapted to the serial 

specifications of the DAC/ADC implemented in the 

HV_opto. As an example the setup time of the slave 

select (  ̅̅ ̅) line must be checked. This SPI interface 

asserts the   ̅̅ ̅, 1 SCLK clock cycle before the first 

SCLK edge, meeting the   ̅̅ ̅ setup time requirement 

of most SPI slave devices. This timing parameter 

must be adapted for the target system, as this setup 

time requirement varies between different SPI slaves 

[3]. As it was apt to interface microcontrollers, it 

must also be adapted to interface the control module 

responsible to process commands from the sROD.  

 

When all the adaptations were performed, we could 

test all the integrated system, checking the behaviour 

of the SPI master interface, the control module 

firmware and the HV_opto itself.  

 

5. Conclusion 
 

A SPI master interface is under preliminary 

evaluation in a Virtex-6 FPGA and will be tested 

with an ADC or a DAC slave device. We study an 

SPI master interface provided by Xilinx and ready to 

be used in one of their CPLD devices, but our target 

is the implementation in a FPGA, in this case a 

Virtex-6 and a Kintex-7 FPGA which is already 

implemented in the TileCal front-end electronics. 

We have upgraded it from an 8-bit SPI master 

interface to one with 16 bits which is required for the 

final target, the HV_opto board.  

A simple loop-back test was performed in FPGA, 

putting the master working as slave at same time. We 

could verify a correct transmit and receive operation. 

But it is essential to test this design with an 

independent slave device, which is the next step of 

this work presently under planning. Whenever we 

have a first version of the new TileCal high voltage 

control board, this SPI master interface will be used 

and tested for the target which it was planned for, the 

HV_opto board. 
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Abstract

In recent years, there has been increasing interest on using
task-level pipelining to accelerate the overall execution of
applications mainly consisting of Producer-Consumer tasks.
This paper proposes fine-grained data synchronization ap-
proaches to achieve pipelining execution of the Producer-
Consumer tasks in FPGA-based multicore architectures.
Our approach is able to speedup the overall execution of
successive, data-dependent tasks, by using multiple cores
and specific customization features provided by FPGAs. An
important component of our approach is the use of different
fine-grained data synchronization approaches to commu-
nicate data and to synchronize the cores associated to the
Producer-Consumer tasks. All the schemes and optimiza-
tions proposed in this paper were evaluated with FPGA
implementations. The experimental results show the feasi-
bility of the approach for both in-order and out-of-order
Producer-Consumer tasks. Furthermore, the results using
our approach to task-level pipelining and a multicore archi-
tecture reveal noticeable performance improvements for a
number of benchmarks over a single core implementation
without using task-level pipelining.

1. Introduction

Recently, there has been growing interest in the use
of task-level pipelining to accelerate the overall execu-
tion of the applications consisting mainly of Producer-
Consumer (P/C) tasks. The main idea of task-level
pipelining is to partially overlap the execution of data-
dependent tasks (computing stages). Many applications,
such as image/video processing applications, are structured
as a sequence of data-dependent processing stages, use the
P/C pair communication paradigm, and are thus amendable
to pipelining execution [1, 2].

Task-level pipelining is an important technique for
multicore-based systems, especially when dealing with ap-
plications consisting of the Producer-Consumer computing
stages (see, e.g., [3]). It may provide additional speedups
over the ones achieved when exploring other forms of par-
allelism. In the presence of multicore based systems, task-
level pipelining can be achieved by mapping each task to
a distinct core and by synchronizing their execution using
a handshaking based data communication scheme. In a

fine-grained data synchronization scheme, the producer and
consumer may overlap significant parts of their execution.

The simplest implementation of task-level pipelining
uses a FIFO channel between cores implementing P/C pairs
(see, e.g., [2, 4]). The FIFO can communicate an array
element or a set of array elements to establish data synchro-
nization between the producer and consumer. The FIFO is
sufficient when the sequence of producing data is the same
than the sequence of consuming data (referred herein as in-
order data communication pattern or simply in-order). In
this case, the data communication between the producer and
consumer can be synchronized by using a FIFO is storing
one data element in each stage. However, the FIFO may
not be sufficient when the sequence of producing data is
different with the sequence of consuming data (herein as
out-of-order communication pattern or simply out-of-order).
The most recent studies are based on software fine-grained
data communication approaches for task-level pipelining
(see, e.g., [2, 4] ).

In this paper, we explore different fine-grained data syn-
chronization models implemented in customized multicore
architectures for pipelining computing stages. We evaluate
our approaches with FPGA implementations and measure-
ments on a set of benchmarks running on an FPGA board.
Our approaches provide the ability to pipeline the tasks
of in-order and out-of-order communication patterns be-
tween P/C pairs in run-time. We compare the execution
speedup obtained by our fine-grained approaches to task-
level pipelining over the execution of applications in a single
core and without using task-level pipelining. The results ob-
tained noticeable performance improvements for a number
of benchmarks when considering different fine-grained data
communication approaches.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents fine-grained data synchronization ap-
proaches for pipelining computing stages. Section 3 presents
the experimental results. Section 4 presents an overview of
related work. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Fine-grained Data Synchronization Model

For task-level pipelining, the applications are split in
sequences of tasks that represent P/C pairs. Decreasing
the overall program execution time is achieved by mapping
each stage to a distinct core (processor) and by overlap-
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ping the execution of computing stages. In the simple case,
FIFOs are used to communicate data between the stages.
Writes to output arrays are substituted by blocking writes to
the FIFO, and reads from the output arrays are substituted
by blocking reads from the FIFO. Instead of writing the
results of the first stage in an output array as in the original
code, the producer puts (writes) the output into the FIFO
directly. Also, the consumer reads data elements from the
FIFO. When considering the in-order data communication
pattern between the producer and consumer, the FIFO chan-
nel with blocking reads/writes is sufficient to synchronize
data communications.

In fine-grained architectures, a single data element pass
through an appropriate communication structure (e.g., FIFO-
like) between cores. In the context of data communication
and synchronization between cores, there are several ap-
proaches to overlap some of the execution steps of comput-
ing stages (i.e., functions or loops waiting for data may start
computing as soon as the required data items are produced
in a previous function or by a certain iteration of a previous
loop), which are presented in [5, 1].

Although the use of FIFO channels between producers
and consumers is an effective solution for in-order P/C pairs,
it may not be efficient or practicable for out-of-order P/C
pairs. The use of FIFO channels is strictly dependent on
the order of the communication pattern between producers
and consumers. In this case, FIFOs might not be sufficient
to synchronize data communication between producers and
consumers and it is necessary to use other data communica-
tion mechanisms [4, 6].

In this section, we propose fine-grained data synchro-
nization schemes for pipelining computing stages. In these
schemes, we assume that the producer and consumer com-
puting stages process N arrays.

2.1. Scheme 1: Baseline

The baseline architecture is a single core with two depen-
dent computing stages executing sequentially. The execu-
tion time of this scheme provides a criteria to compare the
performance impact of different proposed fine-grained data
synchronization approaches.

2.2. Scheme 2 (a): FIFO

In order to pipeline computing stages, the producer and
consumer can be implemented as shown in Figure 1. In this
scheme, computing stages split into two cores: one core
as a producer and the other core as a consumer. The com-
munication component between the producer and consumer
can be a simple FIFO. Reading and writing from/into the
FIFO are blocked. When the FIFO is full, the producer
waits to write into the FIFO. Similarly, when the FIFO is
empty, the consumer waits until a data element is written
to the FIFO. In this scheme, the producer sends data ele-
ments (d0,d1,etc.) into the FIFO and the consumer reads
data from the FIFO as soon as it is available. This scheme
is sufficient when the order of consumption is the same than
the order of the produced data, i.e., when in presence of

NN

External Memory
Output 

image

Input 

image

FIFO

Producer Consumerd0d1......
data data

Figure 1. Fine-grained Data Synchronization scheme
using a FIFO between the producer and consumer
(Scheme 2).

Producer Consumer
Inter-Stage 

Buffer (ISB)

NN

External Memory Output 

image

Input 

image

data/index

index

data

Figure 2. Fine-grained Data Synchronization scheme
using an Inter-Stage Buffer (ISB) between the pro-
ducer and consumer (Scheme 3).

in-order data communication.

2.3. Scheme 2 (b): FIFO w/ delay in Consumer

This scheme is similar to Scheme 2 (a) but it considers
the slowdown of the consumer and this may reduce the rate
of external memory accesses by the consumer which in turn
may reduce the number of access conflicts.

2.4. Scheme 3: Inter-Stage Buffer (ISB)

As shown in Figure 2, in this scheme, the communica-
tion component between the producer and the consumer
is an Inter-Stage Buffer (ISB) [6]. To provide the task-
level pipelining between producers and consumers and to
overcome the limitations related to inter-stage communica-
tions based on FIFOs, we explore an alternative inter-stage
scheme. In this scheme, for each data element being com-
municated between the producer and the consumer, there is
an empty/full flag. Empty/full tagged memories have been
described in [7], in the context of shared memory multi-
threaded/multi-processor architectures.

The producer is connected to the ISB using one channel
responsible for communication between the producer and
the ISB. The consumer is connected to the ISB by using
two FIFO channels: Receiving and Sending channel. Our
current approach uses non-blocking write over the Sending
channel of the ISB and the block read from the ISB over
the Receiving channel. The consumer uses the Receiving
channel to get data from the ISB. Sending channel is used
to transmit the requests to the ISB concurrently. Producer
and consumers are both connected to an external shared
memory.

In scheme 3, for each array element produced, the pro-
ducer sends its index and value to the ISB (e.g., i and A[i]).
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Figure 3. Fine-grained Data Synchronization scheme
using a FIFO between the producer and consumer and
considering the inter-stage buffer within the consumer
(Scheme 4).

The ISB receives the index from producer side and maps it to
the local memory using a simple hash function (e.g., using a
number of least significant bits of the binary representation
of the index). The index and value produced are then stored
in the ISB local memory location defined by the address
given by the hash function [6]. Related to the value stored
in the ISB, there is a flag which indicates if a data element
was produced and thus can be consumed by the Consumer.

2.5. Scheme 4: FIFO with ISB in Consumer

Figure 3 shows a fine-grained data synchronization
scheme which uses a FIFO between the producer and the
consumer and includes an inter-stage buffer within the con-
sumer. In this scheme, the producer sends the produced
index and data elements through the FIFO.

The consumer sends the requested index to the controller.
The controller reads the FIFO and checks if the current read
index is equal to the requested index of the consumer. If the
indexes are equal, the consumer reads data from the FIFO
and send it to the consumer directly. If the read index from
the FIFO is not equal to the requested index, the controller
maps the index into the on-chip memory (local memory)
of the consumer. The local memory structure is based on
empty/full flag bit synchronization model. If the read index
cannot be stored in local memory, the reading from the
FIFO is disabled by the controller. In a similar way, if the
requested index of consumer is not equal to the read index
from the FIFO and the consumer cannot load the requested
index from the local memory, reading the next requested
index of the consumer is disabled by the controller.

3. Experimental Results

For evaluating our task-level pipelining approaches, we
use a Genesys Virtex-5 XC5LX50T FPGA Development
Board. The target architecture was developed with Xil-
inx EDK 12.3 tools. For the cores of the architecture, we
used Xilinx MicroBlaze processors (MB) [8] without caches.
Each processor is capable of connecting to on-chip local
memory (BRAMs) via local memory bus interfaces, which
is the Local Memory Bus (LMB) in the MicroBlaze.

Table 1 presents a set of benchmarks which are used

Scheme 2 (a) Scheme 2 (b) Scheme 3 Scheme 4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.54
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1.65 1.65
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Gray-Histogram

Figure 4. Speedups obtained by considering fine-
grained data synchronization schemes with task-level
pipelining vs. a single core architecture for in-order
benchmarks and N = 50.

in our experiments. All benchmarks have two dependent
computing stages (producer and consumer). As examples of
in-order benchmarks, we consider the Gray-Histogram ker-
nel. Also, we used Fast DCT (FDCT), Wavelet transforms,
FIR-Edge and Edge-Detection as a set of out-of-order bench-
marks. These benchmarks consist of two computing stages
(each one with nested loops). The size of the local memory
considering the ISB scheme, is defined as 1,024×32 bit.

Table 1. Benchmarks used in the experiments

Benchmarks
Communication
Order

Pipelining Stages

Gray-Histogram in-order two (S1 and S2)
Fast DCT (FDCT) out-of-order two (S1 and S2)
Wavelet Transforms out-of-order two (S1 and S2)
FIR-Edge out-of-order two (S1 and S2)
Edge-Detection out-of-order two (S1 and S2)

Figure 4 shows the speedups achieved for in-order bench-
mark in different fine-grained data synchronization schemes.
All the speedups presented are compared to the scheme 1
(baseline architecture). As shown in figure 4, the highest
achieved speedup for the Gray-Histogram is 1.70× reported
for scheme 2 (b) when the communication component be-
tween the producer and consumer is a simple FIFO and with
a slowdown of the consumer stage. This result shows that
slowing down the consumer can reduce the rate of external
memory accesses by the consumer which in turn may reduce
the number of access conflicts to the external memory.

Figure 5 shows the speedup obtained by considering
fine-grained data synchronization schemes with task-level
pipelining vs. a single core architecture for out-of-order
benchmarks. Since in fine-grained data synchronization
schemes, FIFO channels are not applicable for out-of-order
benchmarks, scheme 2 (a) and 2 (b) are not evaluated in
this figure. We assume N = 50 in all measurements of
scheme 3 and 4. As shown in Figure 5, the highest speedup
is achieved when we use the ISB between the producer
and consumer (scheme 3). Although including the ISB
into the consumer may reduce the FPGA resources and
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Figure 5. Speedups obtained by considering fine-
grained data synchronization schemes 3 and 4 with
task-level pipelining vs. a single core architecture for
out-of-order benchmarks and N = 50.

obtain the same speedup for in-order benchmarks (1.65×
for Gray-Histogram), It may not provide higher performance
compared to the scheme 3. Since that the pattern of data
communication is out-of-order, slowing down the consumer
does not provide higher speedup.

4. Related Work

There is a number of related efforts considering fine-
grained data synchronization and concurrency allow task-
level pipelining. In the context of data synchronization,
there are several approaches to overlap some of the exe-
cution steps of computing stages (see, e.g., [5]). In these
approaches, data is communicated to subsequent stages in
the code through a FIFO mechanism. Each FIFO stage
stores an array element or a set of array elements. Array
elements in each FIFO stage can be consumed by a different
order than the one they have been produced. FIFO approach
is sufficient when the order of consuming data is the same
as the order of producing the data. However, the FIFO may
not be efficient when the order of producing and consuming
data is not the same.

In the presence of in-order P/C pairs, several attempts
have been made to resolve the data communication for out-
of-order tasks in compile time. For instance, Turjan et al.
[4] address a task-level pipelining model maintaining the
simple solution based on the FIFO between Producer and
Consumer tasks and using a reordering mechanism to deal
with out-of-order tasks [4, 9]. These approaches may not
be feasible for all applications and they can be seen as an
optimization phase of our approach. In our approach, we
focused on the architectural schemes to enable task-level
pipelining given in-order or out-of-order applications and
without requiring code transformations.

5. Conclusions

We presented fine-grained approaches for task-level
pipelining in the context of FPGA-based multicore architec-
tures. We analyzed and compared different implementations

of fine-grained data synchronization schemes for a set of
in-order and out-of-order benchmarks in run-time. All the
solutions proposed in this paper were implemented using an
FPGA board and evaluated by measuring execution times
using in-order and out-of-order benchmarks. The results
show that our task-level pipelining approaches using a mul-
ticore architecture can achieve relevant speedups (close to
the theoretical upper bound) over the sequential execution
of computing stages in a single core. In the case of in-order
benchmarks, the highest speedup achieved when the data
communication component between the producer and con-
sumer is a simple FIFO. For out-of-order benchmarks, the
highest speedup obtained when the data communication
component between the producer and consumer is an inter-
stage buffer (ISB). The ISB can be a generic fine-grained
data synchronization approach for in-order and out-of-order
benchmarks.
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Sumário 
 

Neste trabalho é abordada a execução 

distribuída de modelos de redes de Petri IOPT que 

modelam redes de controladores distribuídos. Cada 

controlador tem associado um submodelo. Os 

submodelos utilizam canais de comunicação para 

trocar eventos entre si, permitindo a evolução 

global do sistema distribuído. Os canais de 

comunicação são implementados por nós de 

comunicação associados a cada controlador 

distribuído. Os nós de comunicação são 

caracterizados em termos de camadas e buffers. Um 

exemplo de aplicação simples é usado para 

demonstrar os conceitos. Neste exemplo é 

implementada uma rede de controladores 

distribuídos interligados através de uma rede com 

topologia em anel. São usadas placas Arduíno como 

plataformas de implementação para fins de prova de 

conceito. 

 

1. Introdução 
 

O desenvolvimento de várias tecnologias ao 

longo das últimas décadas tem levado a uma 

mudança nos tipos de sistemas desenvolvidos. Em 

hardware, este desenvolvimento permite a 

integração de múltiplos componentes em um único 

chip, tais como processadores, memórias e 

controladores dedicados, resultando assim na 

integração de um sistema completo. Por outro lado, 

a evolução das comunicações, tem permitido uma 

melhor interacção entre sistemas geograficamente 

distribuídos. Isto tem levado a uma mudança na 

forma como os sistemas são implementados. Estas 

mudanças permitem desenvolver sistemas 

distribuídos, tanto integrados num único circuito 

integrado, que normalmente é chamado de System-

on-Chip (SoC), ou System-on-a-Programmable-

Chip (SoPC), quando implementados num circuito 

reprogramável, como na implementação de sistemas 

com componentes fisicamente distribuídos, podendo 

ser implementado em plataformas heterogéneas. 

Este aumento da complexidade dos sistemas faz 

com que as exigências de modelação sejam cada vez 

maiores, como tal, é natural encarar a divisão de um 

sistema em vários subsistemas interatuantes. 

As redes de Petri Input-Output Place-Transition 

(IOPT) [1] são uma classe de Redes de Petri de 

baixo nível que estendem as Redes Lugar-Transição 

com características não autónomas, permitindo a 

modelação e interacção com o ambiente. Esta 

interacção é feita através de sinais e eventos de 

entrada e de saída. Estes sinais e eventos estão 

associados ao disparo das transições e a marcação 

dos lugares. 

As redes de Petri IOPT [1] disponibilizam um 

conjunto de ferramentas que permitem o 

desenvolvimento de sistemas, permitindo a 

modelação, através de um editor [2], a verificação, 

através de um gerador de espaço de estados que tem 

associado um interface para perguntas (queries) [3] e 

ainda a implementação através de geradores 

automáticos de código (C ou VHDL) [4] [5]. 

Utilizando redes de Petri IOPT é também possível 

obter a especificação de sistemas distribuídos, quer 

seja através da decomposição de modelos, tanto por 

partição de um modelo único [6] em vários 

submodelos interatuantes, como através da 

modelação do sistema recorrendo a domínios 

temporais diferentes para cada subsistema [7] e a 

canais para especificar a interacção, garantindo-se a 

geração automática de código em qualquer das 

situações. 

Do ponto de vista da comunicação entre estes 

subsistemas, o uso de ligações dedicadas é, 

normalmente, inviável, pois, apesar de oferecer 

melhor desempenho, ocupa demasiada área do ponto 

de vista da sua implementação em SoC ou 

necessitaria de cablagem específica quando se 

considerassem subsistemas fisicamente distribuídos, 

implementados, ou não, em plataformas 

heterogéneas. Desta forma, justifica-se a utilização 

de soluções de interligação dos subsistemas através 

de uma rede dedicada. No caso dos SoCs estas redes 

são designadas NoCs (Network-on-Chip), e um 
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trabalho sobre a sua implementação é apresentado 

em [8]. Nesse trabalho é ainda apresentada uma 

solução para a ligação entre NoCs usando código 

VHDL implementado em dispositivos FPGA e 

código C em PICs. 

Neste trabalho pretende-se estender esses 

conceitos tendo em conta os sistemas fisicamente 

distribuídos, implementados em plataformas 

distintas. Para isso são estudadas várias topologias 

possíveis e é desenvolvido um nó de comunicação, 

que permite a implementação das várias topologias 

em dispositivos Arduíno. O código C que irá 

suportar a implementação de cada componente nos 

dispositivos Arduino é gerado automaticamente. 

Para a validação dos conceitos é usada a topologia 

em anel, mas o nó de comunicação é desenvolvido 

de forma a, com alterações mínimas, poder suportar 

diferentes topologias. 

 

2. Topologias de Rede 
 

Nesta secção é apresentada uma breve descrição 

de algumas topologias conhecidas (ver Figura 1) e 

que devem ser levadas em conta ao interligar os 

submodelos. As redes de Petri IOPT [6] foram 

estendidas para permitir a especificação de 

controladores distribuídos. Estes são responsáveis 

pela execução de cada submodelo estando 

associados a nós de comunicação. 

 

 

Figura 1. Topologias de Rede: a) Ponto a ponto; b) 

Estrela; c) Bus; d) Anel. 

Ponto-a-ponto (Figura 1a)) é uma topologia 

onde cada nó (controlador) comunica com os outros 

nós através de uma ligação dedicada. Esta ligação 

permite a troca directa de mensagens entre eles, 

seguindo o caminho mais curto. Os nós são menos 

complexos uma vez que não precisam de descartar 

ou encaminhar mensagens. Por outro lado apresenta 

um número elevado de ligações dedicadas. 

A topologia em estrela (Figura 1b)) é uma 

topologia com um nó central a que todos os outros 

nós se ligam e por onde todas as mensagens passam. 

É necessária uma ligação dedicada entre cada nó da 

rede e o nó central. Com esta topologia, novos nós 

são facilmente adicionados mas se o nó central 

falhar, toda a rede falha. 

Na topologia em bus (Figura 1c)) todos os nós 

usam o mesmo canal (bus) para comunicar. Isto é, 

todos os nós escutam todas as mensagens e têm de 

esperar que o canal esteja livre para enviar novas 

mensagens. Assim sendo, os nós têm de descartar 

todas as mensagens de que não são destinatários. 

Esta topologia apresenta uma aplicação de baixo 

custo mas um alto nível de complexidade no acesso 

ao canal de comunicação (bus). 

Por último, na topologia em anel (Figura 1d)), 

cada nó (controlador) está apenas conectado a outros 

dois nós. Um pelo qual são recebidas as mensagens 

e outro para qual se envia mensagens. Estando todos 

conectados estes formam uma rede em anel fechado.  

 

3. Nó de Comunicação 
 

Este trabalho apresenta um nó de comunicação 

que fornece o suporte à execução distribuída dos 

modelos das redes de Petri IOPT, suportando a 

criação de redes de controladores distribuídos. Este 

nó de comunicação executa a transformação de 

eventos dos submodelos em mensagens que envia 

pela rede e vice-versa (Figura 2). 

 

 
Figura 2. Arquitectura do Nó de Comunicação. 

O nó de comunicação está dividido em duas 

camadas. A camada Mensagens é responsável pela 

transformação de eventos para mensagens e pela 

decomposição das mensagens para eventos. Efectua 

ainda a análise das mensagens verificando se estas 

chegaram ou não ao seu destino. É importante 

salientar que os tamanhos dos buffers, tanto no caso 

dos eventos como para as mensagens, podem ser 

definidos a priori através da análise do modelo da 

rede de Petri IOPT. A segunda camada, 

Comunicação, é responsável por fornecer uma 

abstracção em relação à interface de comunicação 

utilizada no envio das mensagens pela rede, i.e. do 

ponto de vista da camada Mensagens, uma 

mensagem é composta e enviada sem a preocupação 

de qual o tipo de comunicação utilizada (e.g. 

ethernet, série, I2C). É responsável por efectuar o 

registo das diferentes interfaces de comunicação, ou 

seja, quais as interfaces que podem ser utilizadas no 

envio das mensagens. A descoberta de caminhos e 

efectuar o reencaminhamento das mensagens são 

igualmente da responsabilidade da camada de 

Comunicação. Em relação à descoberta tradicional 

de caminhos vários protocolos podem ser utilizados, 

tais como o bem conhecido Border Gateway 

Protocol (BGP) [9], ou Open Shortest Path First 

(OSPF) [10], ou considerando multicaminhos com 

engenharia de tráfego podemos considerar o 

protocolo Dynamic Topological Information 

Architecture (DTIA) Traffic Engineering [11]. 
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Figura 3. Modelos em redes IOPT para os 3 controladores distribuído.

4. Exemplo de aplicação 
 

Para demonstrar a aplicabilidade da arquitectura 

apresentada é usado um exemplo onde se pretende 

implementar um sistema de controlo distribuído de 

três carros (Figura 3). 

Os carros movem-se entre dois pontos (A e B). 

Apesar dos movimentos dos carros serem 

independentes em termos de velocidade e direcção, 

apenas quando os três veículos estão 

simultaneamente no mesmo ponto e o botão de 

início de movimento for premido (GO e BACK 

respectivamente), podem começar o seu movimento. 

 

 
Figura 4. Exemplo de aplicação. 

O sistema tem oito sinais de entrada (seis deles 

provenientes de sensores de passagem e dois de 

botões) e seis sinais de saída. 

Pretende-se implementar este sistema recorrendo 

a um conjunto de controladores distribuídos, onde 

cada controlador controla um dos carros. 

 

 
Figura 5. Execução distribuída usando uma topologia em 

anel. 

A Figura 5 ilustra a montagem do exemplo de 

aplicação, uma execução distribuída do modelo em 

redes de Petri IOPT suportada numa rede de 

controladores seguindo uma topologia em anel. Cada 

controlador, associado a um nó de comunicação, é 

responsável pela execução de um submodelo IOPT. 

O submodelo responsável pela sincronização do 

início do movimento dos veículos está localizado no 

nó 1 (ou seja, o submodelo invoca / recebe eventos 

de / para os outros dois submodelos) e utiliza o canal 

entre o nó 1 e nó 2 para passar mensagens (ou seja, 

eventos) para os outros nós. 

 

5. Resultados 
 

O teste experimental executa o controlo de 

movimento de três veículos usando três 

controladores distribuídos ligados em anel, onde 

cada controlador foi implementado usando um 

dispositivo Arduíno (Arduíno Mega 2560). Cada 

submodelo (representado na Figura 3 por 

rectângulos com linha a cheio) foi implementado 

num dispositivo diferente utilizando uma 

comunicação série para receber mensagens e outra 

para o envio de mensagens, cada uma com taxa de 

transmissão de 19200 bits por segundo. 

Para recolher as formas de onda dos sinais, os 

submodelos foram configurados para executarem o 

percurso no sentido da direita para a esquerda, isto é, 

as entradas B [i] ficam sempre activas, o GO é 

activado no início do passo de execução e desligado 

no passo de execução seguinte. As entradas BACK e 

A [i] estão desactivadas. Foi usado um osciloscópio 

para fazer a análise de dados com uma resolução de 

2500 pontos por janela de tempo. Este foi calibrado 

com 25 milissegundos/divisão num total de 250 

milissegundos para a janela de tempo, e com 5.0 

volts/divisão no eixo vertical. 

Os resultados mostram (Figura 6) que desde o 

sinal de entrada GO ser activo até ao momento em 

que é desligado (execução do passo seguinte da 

rede) o tempo gasto é de 6.68ms (forma de onda 1), 

este tempo inclui não só o tempo da execução de um 

passo da rede mas também o processamento dos dois 

eventos (um para o nó 2 e outro para o nó 3) para 

mensagens e o seu envio. Para a comunicação entre 

os nós foram utilizadas mensagens com um tamanho 

fixo de 6 bytes com a seguinte informação: id do 

submodelo de origem e de destino, id do evento de 

origem e de destino, tamanho dos parâmetros dos 

eventos e o limitador da mensagem. Cada campo 
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tem 1 byte. A forma de onda do sinal 2 mostra o 

momento em que é recebida a resposta do nó 2 com 

a informação que chegou ao fim do seu percurso. A 

forma de onda do sinal 3 representa o mesmo para o 

nó 3, ou seja, o momento em que chega a indicação 

que o carro 3 chegou ao ponto mais à direita. O 

tempo entre o envio das mensagens pelo nó 1 até 

receber a reposta do nó 2 é de 4.24ms e do nó 3 é de 

8.16ms. 

 

 
Figura 6. Formas de onda do controlador 1. 

Os submodelos das redes de Petri IOPT foram 

transformados automaticamente usando gerador de 

código C da ferramenta IOPT-Tools (disponível em 

http://gres.uninova.pt), aos quais foram adicionados 

os ficheiros do nó de comunicação para suportar a 

comunicação série. É de salientar que o espaço 

ocupado pelo código do nó 1 é de 10.674 bytes 

(4.14%), do nó 2 de 9.752 bytes (3.78%) e do nó 3 

de 9.760 bytes (3.78%), tendo cada Arduíno 258.048 

bytes disponíveis. 

Apesar de os resultados dos testes terem sido 

analisados em termos de duração, o objectivo deste 

trabalho não era tirar conclusões sobre o 

desempenho do funcionamento da rede. O propósito 

deste trabalho consiste na validação, como prova de 

conceito em como a arquitectura do nó de 

comunicação efectua a implementação distribuída de 

um modelo de rede IOPT. E assim sendo um ponto 

de partida para a criação de uma ferramenta a ser 

adicionada às IOPT-Tools para a geração automática 

dos ficheiros que suportem a implementação dos nós 

de comunicação, suportando a execução distribuída 

dos submodelos. 

 

6. Conclusões e trabalho futuro 
 

Este trabalho apresenta um nó de comunicação 

que suporta a execução distribuída de modelos 

IOPT. Este nó realiza a comunicação entre 

controladores distribuídos permitindo a execução 

descentralizada dos modelos da rede IOPT, como o 

uso de múltiplas interfaces de comunicação, 

possibilitando o uso de controladores heterogéneos. 

Em termos de trabalho futuro está planeada a 

implementação usando outas topologias como por 

exemplo estrela, para se confrontar com os 

resultados obtidos neste trabalho. 

Também, está prevista a implementação 

utilizando comunicação sem fios (Xbee), com o uso 

de diferentes tipos de plataformas (PC, FPGA, 

Arduíno), bem como diferentes linguagens (Java, 

VHDL, C). 

O trabalho desenvolvido será integrado nas 

ferramentas IOPT-Tools (disponíveis em 

http://gres.uninova.pt), de modo a habilitar estas 

ferramenta com a capacidade de configuração e 

geração automática do código do nó de 

comunicação, para controladores distribuídos. 
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